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EDITOR’S NOTE

CONTRIBUTORS

Indigenous Canadians comprise one of the
fastest growing communities, according to
Statistics Canada. Approximately 1.7 million people
identified as Indigenous in the 2016 census, about
five percent of the population and a massive
increase of over 40 percent from a decade ago
in 2006. At present, just three percent of the
Canadian Army’s Regular and Reserve members
self identify as Indigenous.
Yet to meet future recruiting targets and continue to diversify, that will have
to change. Convincing First Nations, Inuit and Metis youth of the value of Army
technical skills and leadership training must be a core message of recruiting
campaigns. Some of that is already resident in the Army’s summer training
programs—Bold Eagle, Black Bear, Carcajou and Grey Wolf—that combine
basic military qualification training with cultural awareness for Indigenous
youth in different regions of the country.
One of the most vocal proponents will be the commander of the Canadian
Army. Among his many hats is Defence Team Champion for Indigenous
Peoples. It’s not a recruitment role per se, but it can heavily influence how
the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) approaches the task.
“The best way to describe [it] is advocacy for the Indigenous cause,”
explained LGen Jean Marc Lanthier during Indigenous Awareness Week in
May, shortly before handing over command of the Army and the champion
role to LGen Wayne Eyre.
The commander is the “connective tissue” between organizations like
the Defence Management Committee and the Armed Forces Council and
Indigenous community leaders and members, and “can be a voice at the table
and open doors for them,” he said.
As a land force with Regular or Reserve units in 127 communities across
the country, the role is perhaps a logical one for the Army. But it’s also “one
of the most rewarding champion roles you can get,” LGen Paul Wynnyk told
Lanthier when he passed the command torch.
Lanthier isn’t Indigenous—he tried 23andMe’s DNA test to find out—but he
immersed himself in the role to be an effective champion and “understand the
importance of reconciliation, why this is critical to who we are … as a nation.”
The CAF is developing a reconciliation strategy for how it can better
integrate Indigenous members, but one of the challenges will be reconciling
differences such as traditional beliefs, healing practices and connection to
community. “Those are the types of things that are obstacles for Indigenous
people joining the Forces,” he said. “They don’t feel their beliefs can be
understood, their spirituality can be understood, and their traditions understood
and respected. Those are important to them, so we have to understand.”
That will take a concerted effort.
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LGen Wayne Eyre conducts an after-action review with the participants in
Ex. Collaborative Spirit in Petawawa in September. Photo: OS Alexandra Proulx

MCpl Elizabeth Inman mentors a member of the Jordanian Armed Forces Quick Reaction
Force Female Engagement Team during Exercise Eager Lion in Jordan in September.
Photo: Cpl Ryan Moulton

DUTY TO UNDERSTAND
Lieutenant-General Wayne Eyre was surprised as anyone when he was asked to take command
of the Canadian Army in August. But two months into the job, he has visited a few bases in Canada and
operations in Iraq and is finding his feet as he reconnects with an institution he has been away from
for the past three years, serving most recently as commander of Military Personnel Command. Among
his first acts was a Command Philosophy document to the leadership of the Army, an outline of the
context and environment in which the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) now operates and his leadership
expectations.
While he insisted there is nothing new in its overall direction to soldiers, the document serves as a
reminder of what needs attention and an indication of how he intends to approach the job. On a fall
morning less than a day after moving into his new office at the Carling campus in Ottawa, he sat down
with Canadian Army Today to explain some of his guidance.
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YOU RECENTLY SERVED AS THE DEPUTY COMMANDER OF UNITED
NATIONS COMMAND IN KOREA, A VERY DIFFERENT DEPLOYMENT FROM
PREVIOUS LEADERSHIP ROLES IN THE BALKANS AND AFGHANISTAN.
WHAT DID YOUR TIME THERE TELL YOU ABOUT THE READINESS AND
FORCE STRUCTURE REQUIRED BY THE CANADIAN ARMY?
It was a fascinating and very unique opportunity that I was given the
privilege of undertaking. To see the tectonic forces at play in that part of the
world, the great power rivalries and how one miscalculation could lead to
devastating conflict – that has implications for Canada. Northeast Asia is
an incredibly important part of the world for economic, military and political
reasons, and we need to be engaged there, we need to understand what’s
going on, and we need to be prepared to operate there.
It showed me the willingness of great powers to intervene in other states,
to affect popular will, to undermine the respect for the rule of law, to get after
their own national interests and objectives. These great powers are operating
just below the threshold of armed conflict to achieve their aims. This is classic
Sun Tzu, achieve your aims without fighting. Canada has to be able to respond
and, as a subset of that, the Canadian Army has to be able to respond. I’ve

been thinking, how does the Army manoeuvre in that space just below the
threshold of armed conflict to achieve national aims, to precipitate behaviour
change in potential adversaries?
Close Engagement (a revised capstone operating concept) was just
published and I’m a huge fan. When I was a battalion commander, I wrote
about the requirement to engage and suggested changing the role of the
infantry, not just to close with and destroy, but also to close with and engage.
We’re not fighting on a sterile battlefield. Wherever we will be, it’ll be hugely
populated areas, even megacities, so we have to be able to engage with the
population, to determine friend from foe.
The other focus of Close Engagement was adaptive dispersed operations.
We’re doing that now. I just came back from Iraq and in Kuwait where we
have smaller teams out there doing great things. That’s the way of the future.
So how do we super empower these teams to engage, be it in an advise or
assist role, or with lethality, with reach-back communications, reach-back
intelligence, reach-back sustainment. As I wrap my head around modernization
priorities, that’s going to be at the top of the list.
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DOES THE ARMY HAVE THE FORCE STRUCTURE TO READILY
MEET THAT?
I had that discussion this morning with the team about developing a
modernization strategy. We’ve got a lot of the parts in play right now, from
operationalizing the Army Reserve, to concept development work, to some
major capital projects. But putting our arms around that in a coherent
framework, a strategic framework, and then being able to communicate that,
is what I want to do.
The concept development piece is something I want to put a little bit more
thought on. Close Engagement is good, but the world is changing very fast.
I mentioned the ability to manoeuvre below the threshold of armed conflict: We’ve
got to put on our thinking caps and really consider how the Army does that.

YOU OBSERVED THAT THE ROLE OF SOLDIERING IS NOW MUCH
MORE DEMANDING. HOW SO?
I compare the training when I went through as an infantry officer and as a
platoon commander to what we expect of platoon commanders on operations
today. I have a vivid memory of Afghanistan 2007, I was commanding an
Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team, our advisory mission with the Afghans,
and saw a Canadian rifle platoon with a contracted South African dog handling
team for sniffing out mines, an engineer section attached, an American joint
terminal attack controller attached, a human terrain team of two American
anthropologists attached, an Afghan platoon partnered with them, with Canadian
or American advisors, support overhead by Dutch F 16s. That was one Canadian
lieutenant commanding this and that was 12 years ago. We continue to see this
downward proliferation of combined arms. It’s inline with adaptive dispersed
operations, these small teams operating with a whole bunch of capability.
But what this also means is this young leader has got to have the same sort
of educational understanding – political, economic, geography, history – that
perhaps a brigade or division commander in World War 2 had.

THAT TIES INTO WIDER CAF EFFORTS ON INFORMATION OPERATIONS.
Exactly. We need to really operationalize our information activities capability.
Our adversaries are using that to affect the popular will, to affect the fabric of our
societies. This is a national issue, but the Army’s got to be able to manoeuvre in
the information environment at the operational and tactical levels.
HAVE YOU IDENTIFIED A FEW KEY AREAS YOU WANT
TO MOVE FORWARD?
I’ve been wrestling with the idea of modernization priorities versus
modernization themes. There’s a couple of themes that go across a number
of different priorities. One is networked soldiers, getting the network right to
enable adaptive dispersed operations. Another is increasing soldier lethality.
That’s everything from the personal equipment to the effects that they can call
upon to be tremendously lethal small teams. Our allies are investing heavily
in this, and I think we’ve got a great opportunity to collaborate with them. I’d
add our tactical logistics -- everything from equipment to concepts, to people
needs reinforcement. And we need to take a look at our force structure and
get a better balance between the field Army and the institutional Army, making
sure our fighting echelons are robust enough for conflict, but at the same time
we have the institutional balance right, so that we’re not constantly robbing
Peter to pay Paul.
That gets into retention. The sense I have is that every new capability,
every new mission, every new headquarters position, is calling upon the same
leadership cohort, those with 10 to 15 years of experience. To do security force
capacity building, you have to have the experience. To train others, you have
to have the experience. At the same time, if our schools don’t have enough
instructors, we’re calling upon the same cohort. Consequently, the pers tempo
of our mid-level leaders goes up and that starts putting undue stress on them.
We need to bring balance back into it.
IS THERE ONE CRITICAL PIECE OF EQUIPMENT THAT IS NEEDED
BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE?
I haven’t been briefed in detail on the status of each of the projects yet,
but one that comes to mind from my experience in Korea is air defence.
Having lived the last 15 months with a Patriot ballistic missile defence
system just outside my headquarters, that was a bit eye-opening in that
threat environment. And we saw what just happened in Saudi Arabia with the
drone attacks on their oil production facilities. We’ve got to be able to defend
against that. So that is one project that I’ll be taking a very close look at. The
network piece is another. We have to wrap our heads around how we stay
up with technology. We need a procurement process that is agile enough to
quickly get the latest in the hands of our troops and at the same time maintain
interoperability with our allies.
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WHAT’S THE TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENT TO MEET THAT?
We’ve got to have much more emphasis on continual learning, continual
professional development. A day in the Army where we don’t learn something
new is a day wasted. Before going on any operation, you should be reading
a lot and reading deeply. In [Gen James] Mattis’ new book, he says if you
haven’t read hundreds of books on your subject, you are functionally illiterate
and you’re doing your soldiers a disservice because you have not learned from
previous experiences. It’s our duty as professional leaders, because the stakes
are so high, to understand everything we can about the environment.

LGen Wayne Eyre attending the Canadian Armed Forces Small Arms
Concentration at the Connaught Ranges in Ottawa. Photo: AS Camden Scott

IN YOUR COMMAND PHILOSOPHY, YOU WROTE ABOUT THE NEED TO
PRESERVE THE FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS AS YOU’RE INTRODUCING NEW
TECHNOLOGY. WHAT’S THE CONCERN?
We cannot make technology the single point of failure, because technology
will fail. If we become overly reliant on the network and being plugged in, when
it fails, we have to be able to react. We know our adversaries will target the
network and all of the enabling capabilities that we have. So, when the network
goes out, when GPS goes down, we still have to be able to fight and win.
HAVE THE FUNDAMENTALS, THOUGH, BEEN DISRUPTED
BY RAPID CHANGE?
Three of the fundamentals have been with us for thousands of years: Shoot,
move and communicate. But based on our experience over the last several
decades of conflict, I believe we’ve introduced several more. One is engage
– we have to be able to engage the population. That is a fundamental skill for
all of our soldiers. Another is the survival skills that we’ve learned, the tactical
combat casualty care that has really revolutionized how we treat casualties.
Then there is countering improvised explosive devices. Given the globalization
of information, knowledge about these types of devices is ubiquitous.

YOU’VE EMPHASIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF MISSION COMMAND,
ARTICULATING INTENT AND THEN EMPOWERING SUBORDINATES.
IS THAT CHALLENGED IN SOME WAY BY HOW EFFECTIVELY AN
ADVERSARY MIGHT TARGET THAT INDIVIDUAL PLATOON LEADER
THROUGH INFORMATION OPERATIONS?
It is always easier if you understand the why, the purpose of the operation.
And in that context, with everything revolving around you, it is often the
individual at the front end that understands things the best and can make
those decisions. But mission command has got to be within the context of
discipline, so it’s not initiative run wild. Mission command isn’t binary, it’s back
and forth. It’s a discussion.
YOU WRITE ABOUT EMPOWERING INNOVATION. IS THERE
A PARTICULAR REASON FOR THAT?
Because things are changing so fast, there’s not one individual that is the
fount of all knowledge or all good ideas. And just because you have the highest
rank in the room doesn’t make you the smartest or the authority on everything.
Many of our great ideas come from the field, from the lowest levels. I want to
empower those. Let’s experiment at the local level to see if they work. If they
fail, then fail fast and learn from it. The greatest teacher is failure.
YOU ALSO URGE THE ARMY TO CHALLENGING THE STATUS QUO
IN ORDER TO BE MORE AGILE.
We can’t be wedded to our doctrinal structures, to certain ways of doing
business. In Afghanistan, we formed the provincial reconstruction teams and
the operational mentor and liaison teams. Those were nowhere in our doctrinal
structure. We had to adapt. We had to take a look at what the mission was

calling for, and then we reconfigured ourselves for that. Future missions are
going to be the same. They are going to call for things that don’t look like
artillery batteries or reconnaissance squadrons, but the individual building
blocks might be the same. We have to have an agile mindset, that ability to
rapidly adapt in terms of structure, in terms of tasks and how we do those
tasks, to be robust enough to take shocks to the system and yet still continue.
That’s all part of agility.
YOU NOTE THAT THE ARMY CAN’T AFFORD TO BLEED TALENT.
WITHIN THE LANES THAT YOU HAVE AS COMMANDER, WHAT
ARE YOU ABLE TO INFLUENCE?
I was in Military Personnel Command for almost two years, so I got deeply
involved in all things people. I view that as a strength in this job. Everything
we do in the Army is based on our people. So, as I look at the modernization
of the Army, people are going to be front and center. It became apparent to me
that most of our personnel system is rooted in the industrial age. We’ve got to
take a much more personalized approach to each individual rather than having
a cookie cutter solution for a career. And that means more hands-on in terms
of senior leaders looking after more junior leaders, who are then looking after
their troops in terms of career choices. A lot of it is providing some modicum
of predictability, and this is as much for the family as anyone else. Short term
predictability: What’s our training schedule for the next six months? Then
longer-term career predictability: What am I doing in two or three years?
Now, that can be extremely difficult to do given the dynamic situation we
live in. But we should be able to tell soldiers of the types of things that
we’re looking out for them down the road.
The challenge is going to be to maintain the ethos of service above self,
because there will always be service requirements that have to be met. I drew
this out for the Army staff when I briefed them about balancing the requirement
for service above self and then when do you have to look after yourself first?
This is part of work-life balance. It’s not 50-50, it’s being able to concentrate
on one or the other as the situation determines. We as leaders need to
embrace that and look for out-of-the-box solutions for individuals who
may need a break.
I NOTICE YOU ARE WEARING THE PROTOTYPE UNIFORM PATTERN.
YOU’VE GOT TO MAKE A DECISION RELATIVELY SHORTLY ON THAT?
This is a good news story. The time from telling the team to look at another
camouflage pattern to actually getting it in the hands of troops for a trial was
about eight months, and initial feedback appears to be good. This is the four
colored one and we’re going to trial a five colored one as well. Camouflage is
always a compromise, because you’re operating in so many different terrains.
What we’ve got now for arid and temperate woodland is some of the best in
the world. But the aim here is for this to fill more of that middle spectrum, so
we get more bang for the buck out of one type of camouflage.
LASTLY, WHAT BOOK ARE YOU READING AT THE MOMENT?
I’m reading The Allure of Battle: A History of How Wars Have Been
Won and Lost. It is a deep study on the myth that decisive battle actually
determines the outcome of wars. And it goes back a number of centuries,
debunking even the Napoleonic myth that some of his battles decided the
outcome. I think it’s going find its way onto some Staff College reading lists
because one of the key roles of the general is to advise when not to fight. ■
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Stimulus Policy
How the Army moved a record
number of procurement projects
into options analysis in one year.
By Chris Thatcher

L

Several weapons programs, from general purpose machine guns to sniper systems and the
general service pistol, are moving through the procurement process. Photo: AS Camden Scott
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ike the proverbial iceberg, most of what you
see at the Directorate of Land Requirements
(DLR) is happening below the surface. The periodic
requests for information and letters of interest
issued to the defence industry on its behalf by
Procurement Canada are just the surface activity
of an organization that has pushed an unpreceded
number of projects through the governance process
in the past 12 months.
In a typical year, DLR teams might receive
the necessary approvals to enter three or four
projects into the options analysis (OA) phase of
the procurement process. “Last year we did 20,”
said Colonel Christopher Renahan, Director of Land
Requirements. “I think all but three or four of our
projects went into OA over the past year, which is
a large workload to move through the gateways in
one year.”
Much of that is the result of the 2017 defence
policy that committed $18.9 billion to the Canadian
Army over 20 years, about $9 billion for new
projects and $10 billion to complete existing
ones. More so than the Air Force or the Navy, the
Army had a frontend-loaded program with a large
number of projects already in the identification
phase and ready to progress to OA. When funding
was “profiled and aligned, it had us moving the
whole program at the same time,” he said.
That might be cause for celebration after several
years in which critics in academia, the media and
industry charitably referred to the procurement
process as molasses-like, but it has resulted in a

Colonel Chris Renahan

tempo to which the directorate is still adjusting.
The task of steering so many projects through
the Defence Capability Board (DCB) and an
Independent Review Panel for Defence Acquisition,
which provides a challenge function to the stated
requirements of major procurement projects, has
substantially increased the workload for the project
directors, their section heads, DLR himself, and the
Army’s Chief of Staff, Strategy.
“Instead of going to DCB with three to four
projects a year, we are going with two to three
a month and the amount of work to prepare and
have a successful briefing endorsed by the board is
significant,” said Renahan.
The increased activity behind the scenes hasn’t
tempered expectations from within the Army or
industry waiting for movement on a specific piece

of equipment. The volume of ongoing projects
might be impressive, but the work required to
complete the identification and OA phases has not
changed substantially—though there are new riskmanagement efforts that would fast-track some.
“Most of us are impatient and want to know why
you can’t go out and just pick an Army truck off the
showroom floor, buy 1,000 of them and be done
with it. And that applies to everything from boots to
tanks,” Renahan acknowledged.
“The message I give when people ask why it
isn’t faster is, it’s complicated. There are some 80
people working very hard in this office, and the
average person outside of the acquisition realm
doesn’t see the amount of work that goes into
advancing these projects and the high level of
expectation from the demands of the process.”
Though the defence policy provided momentum,
many existing projects needed to be realigned to fit
the new directive, which emphasized the ability to
conduct multiple complex operations concurrently.
For example, ground-based air defence (GBAD)
had been in development since around 2008
when the Army began divesting of the air defence
anti-tank system (ADATS). But it was more aligned
to replacing an airfield defence system that had
been in place in Germany until the early 1990s
than defeating threats posed by unmanned aircraft
systems.
“We had to make sure that GBAD was looking
at the right problem, that we understood the
[policy] framework in which it would operate,”
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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said Renahan. “But even that one, we were able
to reinvigorate it, refresh the work that had been
done, and get it into options analysis within about
a year. It has completed its OA work and is now at
the point where it is waiting to seek endorsement
for funding to get into definition.”
The story is similar for large projects like
Logistics Vehicle Modernization, Enhanced
Recovery Capability, and Land Vehicle Crew Training
System, all of which are now in the definition
phase after ensuring their fit and direction within
the policy. After many years in OA, Common Heavy
Equipment Replacement, which has expanded
in scope to include heavy support and material
handling equipment such as bulldozers, graders,
excavators, backhoes, compactors, trailers,
container handlers and forklifts, entered the
definition phase in August.

LESS RISKY BUSINESS
Defence procurement follows a fairly
prescriptive process, but there are changes
underway that could fast-track certain projects.
For DLR, engagement with a project can begin
at conception and continue in perpetuity as the

capability is upgraded over its service life and
then eventually replaced. But its primary tasks
revolve around the identification, options analysis
and definition phases, where gaps or deficiencies
are identified, the business case for a new or
modernized capability is built, the high-level
mandatory requirements are established, the
implications of various options are assessed, and
then the engineering, logistics and other support
of the Materiel Group and Procurement Canada is
integrated to confirm statements of requirements
and work.
The defence policy outlined objectives to
reduce departmental approval times by 50 percent
and increase contracting authority for goods
and services so that 80 percent of procurement
contracts could be managed internally. The
increase in contracting authority to $5 million
gave DLR room to move forward a number of
minor capital projects, from digitally-aided close
air support to a laser rangefinder. An anticipated
increase in the near future to $10 million will
provide even greater flexibility.
But in July, the organization began working with
an updated Project Approval Directive (PAD) that

could have a far greater impact. Using a risk-based
approach, it would allow projects a shorter route
through the various approvals if they are under
a certain cost threshold, on budget, and meet
specified risk criteria.
“It would allow us to do the right amount of work
for the investment, instead of one cookie-cutter
solution for a $6 million project or a $600 million
project,” Renahan noted.
One of the first to take that route is the Advanced
Sub-Unit Water Purification System project, which
will deliver 70 water treatment systems for Regular
and Reserve Force units and up to 250 water tank
trailers and other equipment. The project, which
is completing definition, could make an easier
transition to implementation “if the criteria are met
for those approvals.”
DLR is still “figuring our way through the new
PAD,” said Renahan, but it may offer a way to
better manage the risks associated with some of
its largest and most complex projects. The Army’s
Land C4ISR renewal, for example, consists of
six distinct Command, Control, Communications,
Computers and Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance projects under one overarching

Moving projects like Integrated Soldier System
Suite in cycles has given DLR greater agility.
Photo: Allan Joyner

program. They are riddled with interdependencies
and will need to be in constant contact as
requirements are developed to ensure radios and
other networking capabilities are compatible,
but they can be procured individually rather than
as one massive solution. Complicating matters
further is the fact that Land C4ISR touches on
the requirements of a host of other projects,
from GBAD to Joint Fires Modernization, the LAV
Reconnaissance and Surveillance System upgrade
and the Weapon Effects Simulation midlife upgrade.
“We have broken this down into manageable
chunks, but we understand it needs to be looked
at holistically,” he explained. “And I think that was
done to bound each problem and give people a
defined space to work in, understanding that there
are overlaps.”
He’s also cognizant of the need for a more
agile procurement process to accommodate the
rapid change in C4ISR and other technologies.
The traditional procurement model may work
well for buying a truck or combat vehicle that will
be in service for 20 years, but capabilities in the
Integrated Soldier System Suite (ISSS) and other
projects that might evolve almost as quickly as an
iPhone require a different approach.

“There are ways to do that in the PAD through
spirals,” he said, noting that ISSS is being delivered
in three cycles to allow for technology upgrades
and the addition of more capabilities as soldiers
conduct trials with each iteration.
“But when we are talking about several billion
dollars worth of hi-tech equipment, we have to
figure out a way to adapt the system to allow us
to do that on a bigger scale,” he emphasized. “We
are able to do it with our mobile phones or desktop
computers. The capital equipment model is meant
to spend a bunch of money in a short period of
time and then maintain that equipment, but if we
can spread out that capital investment over time,
or figure out a better way, maybe we don’t need to
own all this stuff, maybe there is a way we can get
the capability when we need it over time that
is updated like our Windows software.”
DLR does not have a specific mandate to buy
and try small quantities of a product to better
understand the utility of a new capability, but it
is using the process selectively in projects such
as ISSS, Light Forces Enhancement, Night Vision
Systems and Soldier Operational Clothing and
Equipment Modernization to define requirements.

Projects like Common Heavy Equipment Replacement
(CHER), that will replace loaders and other support
vehicles, are moving quickly into the definition phase.
Above, engineers build a barrier for a vehicle checkpoint.
Photo: Dan Rogall
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The Weapon Effects Simulation midlife upgrade will be essential to a Future Integrated Training Environment currently in development.
Cpl Tanvir Singh Suri and Pte Hei Ting Choy of the Royal Westminster Regiment during Ex Cougar Destroyer in 2015. Photo: MCpl Mélanie Ferguson

EARLIER ENGAGEMENT
One of the upshots of the defence policy has
been a concrete effort to make more decisions
earlier in the process. That applies not only to the
defence procurement governance committees,
where procurement strategies are endorsed, or to
the sustainment business case analysis, but also to
elements such as cyber mission assurance, training
and gender-based analysis that might previously
have been bolted on once the requirements were
developed, Renahan noted.
The Army has always had to protect its
networks, but cyber mission assurance means
protecting vehicles and anything else with
connectivity. That is still a work in progress, but
staff with DLR and Land Equipment Program
Management are developing a process they hope
to test later this year.
“We are going to have to add cyber assurance
earlier in the process to make sure we don’t get
too far down the road and then try to bolt on a
solution that doesn’t work,” he said. “But in a lot of
cases, the equipment is already in service, so we
are going to have to figure out the risks and work
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backwards.”
Interoperability with allies is also a concern
much earlier in the identification of a capability.
In the past two years, the Army has made
interoperability with the ABCANZ network (United
States, Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand)
a priority and is working with the partners to
develop technical solutions similar to NATO
standardization agreements for radios, networks
and call for fires.
“We are aiming in the 2027 timeframe to be fully
interoperable,” he said. “The work we are doing
with ABCANZ is in its early stages to write these
technical statements of requirements, but they will
then allow us to inform the technical requirements
of our projects.”
Early engagement with industry is now
commonplace as well. DLR begins planning how
to sustain a capability in the identification phase,
“before we have even decided what it is,” but it
also holds more formal and informal meetings
“than we might have had in the past because they
help inform our requirements,” Renahan noted.
He suggested the Independent Review Panel for

Defence Acquisition, which includes members from
industry and academia, plays a key role to “help us
see things in a different way. At the end of the day,
we have to translate what an Army guy needs into
what industry can deliver, while making sure we
are all talking the same language. This is forcing us
to do a lot more work earlier in the process, but it
will pay off in the long run.”
Getting so many projects through the
procurement system in the earlier years of a fullyfunded 20-year commitment has its advantages
and disadvantages. Even as he manages the
current wave of active and funded projects through
the process, Renahan acknowledged the Army has
an equal number on its wish list that it is preparing
and will be seeking to prioritize for future funding.
“As projects in implementation close out, that
frees up resources. That will keep us busy. But
the question will be, where does the next big
[funding] injection come from? I’m not sure what
comes next.” Whatever the next defence policy
announcement, DLR will be ready. ■
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THE TRIALS OF

PROTOTYPE J

A DAY WITH THE SCIENTISTS AND TROOPS TESTING AND VALIDATING A NEW CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN
By Chris Thatcher

“Contact!” The shout comes from a soldier in the lead section of a platoon conducting an attack
through the scrub, sand and small trees of Canadian Forces Base Petawawa. Behind him, soldiers
quickly drop to a knee or lie prone, their weapons trained on the brush a few hundred meters away.

T

o the platoon, contact with the concealed
enemy is just part of their training. But
to the unmanned aircraft overhead, the
soldier’s raised weapon is a signal to nearby
defence scientists monitoring the video feed of how
long it took to detect the prototype of new Canadian
Army camouflage being trialed by the members of
the 3rd Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment (3 RCR).
Since early September, the battalion has been
evaluating a new camouflage pattern known as
‘Prototype J’. In company and platoon exercises,
soldiers have worn the uniform to see how well it
performed while conducting operational activities.
For a week in mid-September, though, platoons
from Mike, November and Oscar Companies went
a step further, serving as live test subjects for
scientists and engineers from Defence Research
and Development Canada (DRDC) and the Assistant
Deputy Minister, Materiel Group (ADM Mat). Using
section attacks and other activities, the platoon
was able to help collect data from the ground and
from a drone to validate the pattern in different
environments and to compare it against the
in-service Canadian Disruptive Pattern (CADPAT)
uniform.
The new pattern is part of a project known
as Soldier Operational Clothing and Equipment
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Modernization (SOCEM) that will eventually replace
the various layers of clothing and equipment
normally worn by soldiers on operations, from
undergarments and jackets to rain gear, helmets,
body armour, tactical vests, small packs and
rucksacks. (Canadian Special Operations Forces
wear a MultiCam pattern not effected by SOCEM).
Once refined, the prototype would replace the
current Arid Region and Temperate Woodland
versions of CADPAT developed in the mid 1990s.
The project team and DRDC have conducted
small tests of the pattern in the jungle outback of
Australia, the desert of California, and among the
woodlands of Valcartier, Que. But before they can
make any recommendations to the Army, there
are a number of questions that still remain, said
Lieutenant-Colonel Ray Corby of the Directorate of
Land Requirements.
“What is the effect of not putting the camouflage
pattern onto various load carriage equipment?
Does all of our equipment need to be in the new
pattern or does a coyote brown shade work? What
capability, if any, do we lose if we do that?” he
asked.
Corby also wants to better understand the
signature the pattern generates when viewed by
various sensors on a drone, and how it performs in

urban environments.
“With the proliferation of unmanned aerial
devices, I wanted that aspect looked at. With
different types of ground underneath, what’s the
effect on the signature of the group while they
are moving?” he said. “And we can’t ignore urban
operations in the selection of camouflage. That is
a very tricky environment in which to blend, so we
need to thoroughly measure our existing CADPAT
and the prototype.”
While scientists can gather much of that data on
their own, the Army wanted soldiers to be part of
the evaluation process, he added. “They are skilled
sensors, so to have them see the effectiveness
of the camouflage works to our advantage in
answering those questions.”

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING
The new pattern camouflage is predominantly
brown, with olive and only some of the dark green
and black of the current temperate woodland
CADPAT. The colours are intended to reflect what is
found in nature, and the technology to refine them
has included hyperspectral imaging to pinpoint the
correct shade. But finding the balance of colour and
pattern is as much art as science, admitted Steven
Knapp of ADM Materiel and Jean Dumas of DRDC.

As part of the new pattern trials, the prototype was tested against
a range of operation backgrounds. Photo: Avr Melissa Gloude
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Under the direction of DRDC researcher Jean Dumas (entre), tests included urban environments (left) and with legacy kit (right). Photos: Canadian Army Today

The end goal is a clothing and equipment suite
with the functionality and modularity to work
with any soldier so they do not feel the need to
buy some of their own gear. (The Army will scan
hundreds of soldiers in Petawawa in November to
better understand current body shapes and sizes.)
However, that will require a different method of
evaluating and procuring kit. Rather than one larger
acquisition project every 10 to 20 years, Corby
envisions a process to quickly select and purchase
items that would be introduced across the Army
in cycles, and could be refreshed every four to five
years as industry rolls out new advances.
“There is always a bit of risk to making a quick
decision, but if we don’t find a way to be more
flexible, rapid and responsive to shifts in the

industry, then we have Clothe the Soldier II, where
we have the same equipment for 20 to 25 years
and at some point we lose our capability edge,” he
said.
He credited the DRDC and ADM Mat team with
doing “phenomenal work in the past year to push
what is possible with camouflage patterns,” and
said resources like that and the Army’s Trials and
Evaluation Unit could be used “to help evaluate
equipment in the field” throughout the project.
The project has yet to receive an official budget,
but the Canadian Armed Forces spends between
$15 million to $25 million annually on operational
uniforms. That’s generated a lot of interest from
companies looking to integrate capabilities that
have worked well with allies, and from Canadian

companies with advanced outdoor and operational
clothing, Corby noted.
“What is important for us is to break it down
into different systems so there is an opportunity
for [different companies] to propose solutions to
various aspects of the SOCEM initiative. It doesn’t
necessarily need to be one company proposing a
solution to everything,” he said.
A letter of interest and a draft statement of
requirements will be released this fall, followed by
an industry day, but a final decision on the pattern
isn’t likely until 2020. “It is probably not the 100
percent solution,” said Corby of Prototype J, “but I
think at this point we are looking at just fine-tuning
various aspects of it.”. ■

Members of November company, 3 RCR, served as test subjects for an overhead drone to capture imagery against different ground patterns. Photo: Canadian Army Today

Their team began about year ago with a “wide
funnel” of design ideas and prototypes and
have gradually reduced that to Prototype J. They
discovered early on that combining the strengths
of different patterns didn’t necessarily result in
a better uniform. “Sometimes the average of
something is nothing,” said Knapp. “It’s likely the
number one best pattern for a specific environment
will be the worst pattern somewhere else. We have
to balance them.”
Consequently, they have sought to test each
pattern against multiple operational backdrops,
using visual and thermal imaging in the field and
software analysis in the lab to refine the colours
before they print each fabric. “The software has
been fairly accurate, but when we bring it into the
field, that is when we know for sure,” said Knapp.
Since the Army will likely phase in both new
operational clothing and equipment, the research
is also trying to determine any degradation in
performance when the Prototype J uniform is
combined with other patterns, including the
legacy CADPAT. “We are looking to see if there is a
change in detectability, good or bad, in the different
environments,” he said.
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New rifles and other personal weapons are
being acquired under a separate program, but the
Army used the SOCEM trials to gather data on the
detectability of various shades of paint colour on
weapons by airborne and ground sensors.
That attention to environmental changes wasn’t
always apparent to the November Company
soldiers asked to lie in the bright green grass near
a barracks or walk around a building while a drone
captured imagery. But if the Army wants a single
pattern, it needs as much data as possible about
the strengths and weaknesses. The aim is to “print
the best camouflage that technology allows us to
do,” said Dumas, who was involved in the original
CADPAT testing over 20 years ago.
“We think we are pretty close with the colours—
they blend well in the environments—but there is
still some room for improvement,” said Knapp.
The final recommendation to the Army will
include survey data from 3 RCR, but the “general
feedback has been relatively positive so far,” said
Lieutenant Stephane Prior, the November Company
platoon commander for the trial. “When you
compare this directly next to CADPAT, it is more of a
subtle difference then I think we all expected. Once

we get the rain jackets and all that in the proper
pattern, it will be good.”

CLOTHING CYCLES
The change in uniform pattern is in part due
to deficiencies identified by the field force and
advances in textiles, said Corby. Most of the
operational clothing and equipment was delivered
over the past 20 years under the Clothe the Soldier
program and some of it no longer “reflects what
soldiers require and what they know is out there in
the marketplace.”
The SOCEM project is not pursuing socalled smart textiles able to monitor human
performance—it is steering clear of generating yet
another electronic signature that could be affected
by electronic warfare—but Corby is interested in
ideas from industry that would improve durability,
comfort, thermal management and increased
protection, such as detection from infrared night
vision systems.
“We have certain criteria around fire resistance
and those qualities, but we think this is the
initiative in which to ask industry to start proposing
innovative solutions,” he said.

AD Logistic
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A Leopard 2A6M tank from Lord Strathcona’s Horse Regiment
provides protection around a village during Exercise Maple Resolve 16.
Photo: Sgt Jean-Francois Lauzé

Disaster
Relief

A model Op Lentus
response to the
Ottawa River floods
By Allan Joyner

W

hen the LAVs of Duke’s Company, 1st Battalion,
Royal Canadian Regiment (1 RCR) squeezed up
the congested roads in Constance Bay, Ont. on the
morning of April 26, the spirits of the local volunteers
who had spent days filling sandbags to protect homes
from flooding were lifted. The race to save homes in
the small Ottawa River community was in full swing
and every hand was required in the effort to build the
much-needed barriers around hundreds of houses
and businesses.

As spring flood waters rose across Ontario, Quebec and
New Brunswick, Regular and Reserve Force members
responded under Operation Lentus. Photo: DND
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As the vanguard company of 2 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group
(2 CMBG) and its Immediate Response Unit (IRU), Duke’s Company was the
first unit to arrive in the National Capital. Backed by the full Canadian Armed
Forces (CAF) structure behind Operation Lentus, they were prepared and well
supported.
The mission would be, in many ways, a model for how the Army effectively
responds to Op Lentus events. “The Immediate Response units are high
readiness units maintained at each Army Division. They are on standby
to provide soldiers toward any domestic crisis on short notice,” explained
Lieutenant (N) Tomas Ionson, the J3 Domestic Operations with 4th Canadian
Division’s Joint Task Force Central (JTFC) headquarters. “When time permits,
a task tailored force of Canadian Army Reservists are stood up to respond
during an Op Lentus event, [but] in the Ottawa River spring flood events of
2019, the immediate nature of the request for CAF support meant that a mix
of IRU and Reservists was required.”
Op Lentus is the CAF response to natural disasters in Canada. The military
maintains a command structure that can respond to any sized event with
whatever resources the situation demands. At the highest level, the Canadian
Joint Operations Command (CJOC) is integrated with the Government
Operations Centre (GOC) in Ottawa, where it responds to calls for assistance
and coordinates overall CAF responses.
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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Scenes from West Carleton: Photos: Allan Joyner

JTFC in Toronto is one of the six regional joint task forces. Like the others
across Canada, JTFC and its Regional Joint Operations Centre (RJOC) partner
with the province’s Provincial Emergency Operations Centre (PEOC). The PEOC
is the lead provincial agency for disaster responses in Ontario. Op Lentus
provides CAF support to the PEOC’s priorities.
While the request for CAF assistance for flood relief was filtering through
its approvals, the RJOC was gathering information and planning with the PEOC
and the regional office of Public Safety Canada. A CAF regional liaison officer
(LO) was briefed up and when the mission to support flood relief in the National
Capital Region was approved by the federal government, the LO teamed with
a provincial emergency response field officer and moved to the City of Ottawa
Emergency Operations Centre. The LO began gathering local intelligence
and situational awareness.
When that CAF approval for flood relief was given, 2 CMBG in Petawawa
received orders to release its IRU from its JTFC headquarters. Some 400
personnel strong, the IRU is always prepared to deploy on between eightand 24-hours’ notice to move. However, as the vanguard company for the
IRU, Duke’s Company is on 12 hours’ notice.
After Lieutenant-Colonel Aaron Williams, the commanding officer of 1 RCR,
gave Duke’s Company its orders, they quickly organized, planned their route
to Ottawa and into the city, and the 120 members of the vanguard were on the
Connaught Ranges in Ottawa’s west end just four hours later. They were joined
the next day by members of 2 Combat Engineer Regiment.
At the same time, 2 CMBG IRU troops from the Royal Canadian Dragoons
(RCD), 2 Military Police Regiment, 2nd Regiment Royal Canadian Horse Artillery

Soldiers from 2 CMBG fill sandbags in Constance Bay.
The quick response helped slow flood waters around
many homes. Photo: Allan Joyner
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(2 RCHA), and 3rd Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment (3 RCR) moved to support
other Ottawa Valley communities.
The Duke’s Company’s reconnaissance vehicles entering the riverside village
of Constance Bay early that morning encountered a long line of privatelyowned pickup trucks waiting to be filled with sandbags for the teams building
walls along roads and around houses.
Angela Bernhardt was a manager with West Carleton Disaster Relief. The
local group was coordinating the volunteer response in the rural ward that
forms the extreme west of the City of Ottawa. “City staff were invaluable but
they were spread thin given the long shoreline within city boundaries. We were
ecstatic when the first troops arrived and began to organize their assistance,”
she said. “We knew what needed to be done, but we needed more hands and
more vehicles. The Army was a welcome addition.”
Coordinating the Op Lentus activities with those all-important local
volunteers would prove critical.
“There was no change to what we do on operations,” said Duke’s Company
commanding officer Major Cullen Downey, whose company had recently
completed a tour in Latvia with Operation Reassurance. “The best information
we can get is from the people on the ground who live there. In Latvia and the
Ukraine, the best idea of what was actually happening came from the locals.”
In this case, the local volunteers from West Carleton Disaster Relief provided
that all-important “boots on the ground” perspective. The Duke’s Company
command post (CP) was co-located within the same room as the volunteer
staff of WCDR.
“They added important detail to what the City and our IRU headquarters
had provided,” said Downey. “As the event progressed, the local organizations
were valuable partners who provided us with detailed information on how and
where our resources were most useful. In most cases, we were able to respond
quickly and simply shuffle our on-site resources with no further approvals or
orders required from the IRU headquarters or the city.”
The complicated situation on the ground was typical of the kinds of
environments encountered by local Op Lentus command staffs across Canada.
Constance Bay is a small rural village but it is inside the boundary of the City
of Ottawa, so the city’s Emergency Operations Centre was in overall control of
the response.
In this case, city resources included numerous personnel and vehicles.
However, in addition to city staff, Ottawa Volunteer Search and Rescue (OVSAR)
were deployed to assist in Constance Bay under the supervision of the city.
Team Rubicon, a volunteer group comprised of former CAF members, were

also working under the direct supervision of the city’s Emergency Operations
Centre. Mennonite Disaster Service was also working independently in the
same area with a significant number of resources.
Some days up to 700 civilian volunteers were directed and cared for
logistically by WCDR, which operated a monitored Facebook page and phone
lines to report problems and direct volunteers.
It was into this complicated command and control environment that the 1
RCR and 2 CER troops were deployed. Having a CP co-located with the WCDR
group was especially effective in bringing order to the response.
“As requests for sandbags, transport for them or for people to build walls
came in to our organization, we could turn to the military across the room and

get an almost immediate response, and we knew that if the Army said they
could help, then we could move on to other tasks,” said Bernhardt. “The local
high school unexpectedly filled eleven thousand sandbags in one morning
and the Op Lentus personnel from the combat engineers responded with
large trucks to transport the filled bags from the school to the sites they were
required. What would have taken the civilian pickup trucks all day to do was
completed in three hours.”
Success in flood relief is measured in the numbers of homes saved and
the easing of distress to affected families. Working alongside and in support
of local residents, Op Lentus saved dozens of homes and made a major
contribution to the river battle of 2019 in the nation’s capital. ■
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S

ometimes it really is a jungle out there.
And when it is, the Canadian Army may
have to respond.
That isn’t easy. The jungle environment is hostile
in particular ways. Movement overland is difficult.
It’s an unhealthy, dangerous world, a home to large
predators, poisonous snakes and insects, and hairraising diseases such as Leishmaniasis, which can
leave its victims with disfiguring facial lesions. It’s
an environment where a seemingly inconsequential
cut can quickly become purulent. That’s all
before people start shooting at you.

This October, a platoon of soldiers from B
Company of the 3rd Battalion, Royal 22e Regiment
(3 R22eR), together with a few soldiers from other
units at Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Valcartier,
headed south to French Guiana. Their destination
was Centre d’entraînement à la forêt équatoriale
(CEFE), the French Army jungle warfare school
there run under the direction of the Foreign Legion.
There, they participated in an exercise called
Ex. Spartiate Equatoriale.
Accompanying them for the two-week jaunt
were Sergeant Jonathan Bujold, previously a

3 R22eR is developing the Army’s
expertise in jungle warfare. Photo: 3 R22eR

WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
A Brazilian exchange officer is helping the Army develop
its jungle warfare doctrine and train future specialists.
By Ian Coutts
member of the battalion now attached to the
pathfinder platoon located at CFB Trenton, and
a Brazilian officer, Captain Ronaldo de Souza
Campos. Souza Campos, an instructor from
Centro de Instrução de Guerra na Selva (CIGS),
the Brazilian Army’s jungle warfare school located
in the city of Manaus, far up the Amazon in the
jungle, is currently on a posting with the Canadian
Army, working out of the Canadian Army Advanced
Warfare Centre (CAAWC) in Trenton.
The immediate purpose of the program was to
give the soldiers on the course firsthand experience
operating in a jungle environment—not something
available in Valcartier or indeed anywhere in
Canada.
The larger goal—and why Bujold and Souza
Campos went along—was to build skills and
expertise to deliver future capability. Through
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courses like this, and drawing on the experience
of experts like Souza Campos and others, the
Army wants to create a pool of experts and a
written doctrine to guide them so that if it is ever
committed to serving in the jungle, soldiers will
be ready.

SPECIALIZED TRAINING
However unlikely the Army’s need for skills
in jungle warfare might seem, it has its origins
in firsthand experience. In 1999, a 250-strong
contingent of soldiers from 3 R22eR was sent to
East Timor for six months as part of an international
peacekeeping force. Warrant Officer Philippe
Paquin-Benard, a current member of the battalion
and one of its resident jungle warfare experts,
outlined their experience: “Nearly 45 percent
encountered major problems related to limited

knowledge and inadequate equipment for this type
of severe and complex environment.”
The Army had previously sent instructors to the
French school in 1994, but, said Paquin-Benard,
“the expertise had practically disappeared.” The
Army had also in the past created its own manuals
for jungle warfare, but they had not been revised
since at least the early 1980s.
Consequently, 3 R22 R was tapped to develop
expertise in jungle warfare, a process that has
been moving forward with baby steps for more
than a decade. A 2008 exchange by the battalion’s
reconnaissance platoon with the Royal Gurkha Rifles
in Brunei demonstrated that, despite their generally
high level of fitness and military know-how, work
had to be done on particular skills needed in jungle
warfare before would-be trainees showed up.
This meant sending individuals on specialized
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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MISSION READY
VISIT ROUSSEAUMETAL.COM/DEFENSE-SECURITY
TO FIND STORAGE DESIGNED FOR YOUR REALITY

In Brazil and at other training centres in French Guiana, Borneo and Martinique,
3 R22eR is developing the expertise for Army doctrine. Photos: 3 R22eR

SETTING NEW STANDARDS

courses, such as the international 10-week Jaguar course at CEFE (which
Paquin-Benard attended with a colleague in 2014), the British Army’s Jungle
Warfare Instructor Course in Borneo (which Bujold is a graduate of), or similar
courses at the Brazilian school in Manaus. Soldiers from the 3 R22eR also
visited the French Army Jungle Warfare School in Martinique in 2014 and 2016.
The idea was to create a core group of instructors who could prepare the rest
for what they would face in the jungle.
In 2013, the Brazilian and Canadian armies concluded an agreement that
has seen a Brazilian exchange officer sent north to CAAWC on a two-year
secondment to help develop jungle warfare doctrine. Souza Campos, the
current exchange officer, is a 16-year veteran of the Brazilian Army who
previously served as an instructor at CIGS. (Bujold is his second-in-command
subject matter expert.)
Jungle warfare is a particular specialty of the Brazilian Army, where the
jungle areas are vast and touch on the borders of more than half a dozen
other countries. “There are many problems with cross-border crimes such
as drug trafficking and arms smuggling,” explained Souza Campos, and it is
the army’s job to try and stop them, and CIGS’s job to teach them how to go
about doing this.
In addition to training Brazilian military and police, CIGS regularly attracts
students from around the world who take a special seven-week course taught
in English. Since 2016, a section-sized group from 3 R22eR has travelled to
Manaus each year to take part in a jungle warfare competition at the centre.
(The Canadian and Brazilian armies recently renewed their agreement for
another four years.)
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So much has changed since the 3rd Battalion undertook its exchange with
the Gurkhas in 2008. Before deploying to French Guiana, every soldier going on
the course passed through a two-day selection process to make sure that they
had the needed physical skills, particularly swimming, to ensure they could do
the course, said Paquin-Bernard. This was followed by a few weeks training to
prepare them for the jungle environment, including instruction on the flora and
fauna they were likely to encounter.
In addition, “a significant emphasis was put on … hygiene and individual
medical care,” he said. The battalion now has this kind of expertise in-house.
For Souza Campos and Bujold, the trip was an opportunity to see whether
the standards that they and Souza Campos’s predecessors have been evolving
for Army jungle warfare doctrine are being met in training, and whether these
standards might, in fact, need to be modified in the face of field conditions.
In the short-term, the goal will be to create a concise manual or handbook
that can be given to soldiers going on a jungle warfare course. In the longer
run, the goal is to create a set of standards, known as a Quality Standard and
Training Plan, or QSTP, that will outline what standards any soldier must meet
to be fully jungle qualified.
Beyond that, said Bujold, is an even more ambitious dream: At present,
the French Army does not permit qualified Canadians to instruct at its school.
“What we are trying to do in the long-term is find another place in the world,
perhaps with the U.K. or Brazil, where our instructors will be able to teach.”
Our own location, our own doctrine, and our own trained instructors. In the
words of Guns ‘n’ Roses, “Welcome to the jungle.” ■
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THE JOB I WANTED
THE ARMY SERGEANT MAJOR EXPLAINS HIS MISSION AND PRIORITIES
By Ken Pole

W

As Army Sergeant Major, CWO Hartnell is a vital link for soldiers and the Commander of the Army. Photo: DND
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hen Lieutenant-General Wayne Eyre
officially took command of the Canadian
Army on Aug. 20 at a ceremony on Parliament
Hill under a cloudless summer sky, he was taking
over from Lieutenant-General Jean-Marc Lanthier,
newly-promoted to Vice-Chief of the Defence
Staff (VCDS).
The ceremony wasn’t quite as routine as these
things normally are. Only two months earlier, Eyre
had been rotated home from South Korea, where
he had been deputy commander of the United
Nations mission, to become Chief of Military
Personnel for the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF)
overall. His abrupt career shift flowed from the
government’s decision to install Lanthier as VCDS.
As Eyre met briefly with news media on the Hill,
standing slightly to the side was Chief Warrant
Officer Stu Hartnell, whose position effectively
makes him a link between the ranks.
Hartnell was in appointed June 2018 when
Lieutenant-General Paul Wynnyk was still head
of the Army and less than a month before Lanthier
was installed. That process has made Hartnell

somewhat unique in that when he retires, he’ll
have served three Army commanders.
His foremost priority is to smooth Eyre’s move
into Lanthier’s boots while also regularly interacting
with Division Sergeant Majors, the Chief Warrant
Officers for each Division, usually in concert with
their own subordinates.
“To be a good succession planner, you have
to know the people you’re talking about and
the files that cross your desk,” he explained to
Canadian Army Today. “It’s super important for
anyone at this level.”
The decorated career soldier brings a wealth of
experience to his role, but that experience actually
predated him putting on a uniform. Hartnell grew
up “like a military brat” in that he moved every few
years as his father worked on civil dam projects
in Northern Ontario before the family settled in
Midland.
Unlike many others in the CAF, Hartnell didn’t start
out looking for a military career after high school.
But he had grown up with the stories of an uncle
who was Regimental Sergeant Major of the Queen’s

Own Rifles in the Normandy invasion of June 1944.
“There was a desire to be part of this, to prove
myself, all those kinds of things. When I joined in ’85,
I thought ‘Canada’s never going to war’ and, lo and
behold, we’ve been to war several times.”
So, three days after enrolling at 21, he was
shipped to Canadian Forces Base (CFB) Petawawa
for 26 weeks of training before being posted to the
1st Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment (RCR) in
London. Five years later, including an operational
tour in Cyprus, he was back at Petawawa for RCR
battle school. His subsequent career had him
assigned to the Canadian Airborne Regiment 3
Commando and deployed to Rwanda during the
genocide.
When the Airborne was disbanded, there were
“smaller postings” as the Army considered its
options. More training followed at CFB Gagetown,
where Hartnell ran the Master Sniper cell for three
years before being posted to 2 RCR in Meaford
as Sergeant Major for Skills Company at the Land
Force Training Centre.
Then it was 3 RCR in Petawawa as Sergeant
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Among the many topics of discussion with soldiers, one of the most frequent is personnel and retention. Photo: DND

Major of the Parachute Company and Combat
Support Company, after which he was head-hunted
to be the first member of the Special Operations
Regiment. That was followed by assignments as
Chief Warrant Officer in SOFCOM, Regimental
Sergeant Major of Battle Group Task Force 110, and
Group Sergeant Major of 2 Canadian Mechanized
Brigade Group.
After French-language training, he was selected
as 4th Canadian Division Sergeant Major for three
years in Toronto, priming him to be interviewed to
become the Canadian Army Sergeant Major.
“That’s my whole story,” he said.
Not quite. It’s far from over, given that Hartnell
won’t likely retire until sometime in 2021. Even so,
“by the time three years is done, you should be
exhausted,” he said. “In my experience, if you try to
go any further, then you stop doing the things that
were important to you when you started. Two years
usually doesn’t give you enough time to influence
and see through the things you tried to influence.”
Asked about his own priorities, Hartnell said his
reply would be incomplete at best because senior
NCOs need to be “leadership chameleons” as that
link between the ranks. “You have to see where
your commander likes to concentrate his efforts,
and if there’s any bits that are missing, that’s
where you step in. You work on those to make
the team better.”
“Ultimately, I’ve been concentrating on two
things,” he said. “The first is ensuring we maintain
operational excellence. Next is individual and
institutional change. Individuals like change when
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it’s beneficial, when they get a raise, that sort of
thing, but even in the Army, people are sometimes
creatures of habit and skeptical of change.”
The Army is “a learning and adaptive
organization” that changes all the time, he
said. “My message to our soldiers and NCOs is,
‘acknowledge that this is inevitable throughout your
career and you need to be prepared and accept it’.”
With adjacent offices, Hartnell and the Army
commander are in constant touch. The predominant
topic of discussion is personnel, specifically
recruitment and retention, and the challenges
of dealing with different expectations of military
service as careers progress.
“During our years in Afghanistan, the recruiting
centres were full. It was the biggest thing
happening in these young people’s lives at the
time, but once they’d done ‘the war thing’, they
got out,” he observed. “A percentage of whom
stayed in are now our mid-range leaders whose
experience is invaluable in how we advance.”
However, many soldiers now want more balance
in their life and greater flexibility in their careers,
a challenge to Army tradition that will require
significant steps to change.
“They want to go on operations non-stop
because that’s why they joined. But then they get
married and have kids, and want time at home
more. Our system is not set up like that and we’re
trying to address it,” he explained.
Among other things, it would require
amendments to the National Defence Act (NDA),
not something done lightly or often, which is

why the CAF has a team working on the Journey
project, aiming to modernize support for personnel
and their families all the way through to retirement.
Often asked about it, Hartnell points out that the
NDA reflects some 70 years of policies. “We’ve got
to peel those back and figure out which ones need
to be changed to get to where we want to be.”
Hartnell’s other frequent conversation with
troops is over equipment. Rapid technological
change and the evolution of threats drives some
of these discussions, but more often it’s the pace
of the acquisition process.
“One of the biggest complaints I get from
soldiers is that we don’t procure quickly enough,”
he said.
The Army currently is managing 25 capital
projects budgeted at $19 billion, but some of those
such as clothing and solider equipment, utility
trucks or common heave equipment are CAF-wide
and can involve the Air Force, Navy and Special
Forces. “Every element has a say in the whole
process and if something’s divergent from their
requirement, they have to identify that,” he noted.
As the Army adapts its force structure to
changing threats and adjusts policies to changes
in society, Hartnell will be that critical link between
the commander and the troops. After more than
30 years of service, Army Sergeant Major is the
“the job I wanted,” he said. Asked whether NCO
for the CAF lies in his future, he politely demurred.
“I’ve had a privileged career…we’ll see where it
goes, but I plan give it my all until 2021.” ■
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A Digital Call for Fires
The ﬁrst piece in a complex Joint Fires Modernization project

Army JTACs, like these on a course in Romania, were the talk of Bold Quest 19 with a new digitally-aided close air support system. Photo: LS Erica Seymour

By Chris Thatcher

W

hen Canadian Army Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTACs) walked
away from the ramp check tables at Bold Quest 19 in Finland this spring,
the eyes of many envious allies were on them.
In 2017, the Army acquired the first Android-based version of a digitallyaided close air support (DACAS) system under a $4 million contract with Collins
Aerospace. Now, the Canadians were among 70 JTACs from 16 nations putting
their systems through a test and validation process as part of a multinational
joint fires interoperability demonstration sponsored by the United States Joint
Staff.
On the ramp in front of the tables were a French Rafale, Finnish F/A-18s, a
U.S. Cessna 02 Skymaster, and a German Bombardier Learjet 35A replicating
a Panavia Tornado. Behind the JTACs on a separate table, Joint Staff evaluators
monitored a computer, verifying the message traffic between the DACAS
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systems and the aircraft.
“We were able to test and validate the software and, in short, it worked,”
said Warrant Officer Jamie Murphy, modestly understating the moment.
“The Canadian Army stepped up…bang, bang, bang through the test—all
green lights across the test tool,” said Charlie Heidal, responsible for mission
systems advanced technologies and electronic warfare for Collins Aerospace
and the company lead for Bold Quest. “Nobody else had that. The Canadian
solution blew them all away.”
Where the Canadians took barely minutes to open their cell phone-like system,
enter the data and connect, some nations struggled for up to 20 minutes to get
their systems to communicate seamlessly and others crashed completely, said
Heidal. “The boys were surrounded. It was kind of a rock star moment.”
The Collins Networked Joint Fires Cross Platform Dismounted Solution is
an off-the-shelf Google Pixel tablet connected to a tactical hub supporting a

Tactical Net Rover, a laser range finder, GPS, Harris 152A or 117G radio, and
a conformal battery. The touch-driven targeting system uses an open-source
military Android Tactical Assault Kit (ATAK), a software application that includes
a geospatial mapping engine and other plug-ins to reduce and simplify the
steps for JTACs to digitally coordinate air support from both legacy and current
generation aircraft.
“It really is a leap ahead,” said Heidal, a former U.S. military JTAC. “We can
literally do everything from a phone.”
The system allows a JTAC to coordinate air strikes in less than two minutes,
rather than the 15 to 20 minutes it often took to “talk on the aircraft to a target
and send the CAS brief, or 9-liner, by voice,” said Major Richard Parent, the
project director. “It’s basically enabling rapid and accurate transmission of
essential data between the pilot and the operator. All the other nations were
looking over our shoulders in Finland at the great work delivered by the team.

We are now delivering a capability to Canadian troops that is cutting edge.”
Collins has continued to fine-tune the Canadian DACAS system since it
was first delivered, and the project team will finalize validations with the
CF-188 Hornets in Mirabel this fall. “Not surprising, the digital connectivity to
legacy aircraft has been more difficult than with modernized F-16s or F-22s.
We cannot declare full operational capability delivery until we can drop a bomb
from our own jets in support of our own JTACs,” said Parent.
The basic digital messages are just a first step in taking full advantage of
the ATAK software’s potential, added Murphy, a JTAC with five international
deployments, including three in Afghanistan. Link 16 tactical data link (TDL)
integration, beyond-line-of-sight communication and more mission planning
tools are all under consideration for future upgrades.
As significant as the delivery of DACAS is, however, it’s just one element
of a much larger project to modernize joint fires across the Canadian Armed
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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JTACs on the Live Control Phase of a course in Romania, working with the new
Type 163 laser target designator and the SWIR Pocket Scope and Multi Mode Tracker,
or laser spot tracker. Photo: Combat Camera

Forces (CAF). Digitizing communications between a dismounted JTAC and an
aircraft is only the first piece in a complex puzzle that will eventually connect
JTACs and forward observation officers (FOOs), either dismounted or operating
from LAV 6 Observation Post Vehicles (OPV), with all surface, air and naval fire
support delivery platforms.
“DACAS is a great use case and we are learning a lot, but it is just one piece
of digitization,” said Parent. “We want to be able to efficiently request fires
from the Navy for a Harpoon missile or a naval gunfire, or to request field or
rocket artillery from any member within the coalition fight.”
The Joint Fires Modernization (JFM) project proposes to achieve that
by vastly improving command and control (C2) capabilities through the
procurement of targeting and battle management software, tactical equipment,
and high-fidelity simulation training systems for operators, commanders and
a myriad of planners, coordinators and other targeting staff.
The business case is not a hard sell. “We are going to lose with the analog
ways we currently conduct tasks on the modern battlefield,” said Parent.
“You simply can’t support land forces by voice safely or quickly in a coalition
environment.”
Mistakes or misunderstandings within any fire order can cause delays or far
worse. “For the mass projection of force by a coalition of five or 29 countries to
be effective against an adversary of one that is interoperable at every echelon,
fires have to be as accurate and responsive as possible. Digitization will
revolutionize the way we do fires and the credibility and relevance that Canada
will bring to the table,” he said.
Parent’s vision is a Canadian operator with a tablet through which he or
she has access to the fires “toolbox” of effects from not only Canadian assets,
but those of the entire coalition. Rather than calling for the weapons of a
specific asset like an aircraft, the digital call for fire support would be triaged
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at the headquarters level and the most effective asset in the area would then
be tasked, resulting in an expedited decision-action cycle and better use of
resources. “If a ball-peen hammer is what is needed, you don’t need to call in
a sledge hammer just because it’s the closest or the only one on your analog
network,” he said.

EATING AN ELEPHANT
Getting from where the CAF is today to that grand vision will take time and
perseverance. At present a digital link only exists between JTACs and lineof-sight pilots. Upgrading digital fires C2 and targeting software to connect
operators with artillery and naval guns is no small feat. The raft of equipment
and simulation training systems required in the JFM reads like a dozen or more
separate projects. A small subset includes target acquisition tools, integrated
digital vision systems, TDL gateways, mission planning tools, and anti-jamming
capabilities.
Following on the success of DACAS, the project will now seek to establish
a digital link with both Canadian and allied artillery, working with ABCANZ
(American, British, Canadian, Australian, and New Zealand) armies in the
development of a Variable Message Format (VMF) interface and by continuing
on-going efforts to become a participant nation of NATO’s Artillery Systems
Cooperation Activities (ASCA) Interoperability Program to establish the protocols
and standards for joint digital fires transmissions.
JFM is currently slated to receive approval for implementation in 2024 and
achieve initial operating capability no later than 2026, but the project team of
Parent, Murphy and Rob Clarke, a retired gunner who served 22 years, isn’t
waiting for Vote 5 funding to be approved. After shaving a year off of the highpaced options analysis phase of the project—the project received Defence
Capability Board approval in July—they are pursuing a variety of minor capital

investments, much like DACAS, to acquire as many of the pieces as possible
that will ultimately inform JFM.
“We simply can’t wait to deliver capability improvements, so we are doing
our best within the arcs. What can we buy for $5 million to deliver to the
warfighter to bridge the gap to JFM?” said Parent, a former FOO and battery
commander who also served in 1st Canadian Division HQ and gained an
appreciation for the full impact of fire support at the tactical and operational
levels. “Every piece leads to JFM. There are capabilities that we can deliver
to the field and joint force tomorrow, and then JFM will take up the slack and
either integrate or deliver what still remains to be done.”
DACAS was procured through a minor capital project to address an
immediate obligation to be digitally interoperable for close air support with the
United States and key allies by the end of 2018 as part of a U.S. Joint Staff-led
Memorandum of Agreement. Other components of JFM don’t have the same
international commitments driving them, but the age of certain equipment
and training systems is reason enough to take what Parent called “de-risking”
activities. “Like eating an elephant, you can only do it in bite-sized pieces,”
he said.
The team has examined every piece of equipment and capability a JTAC
or FOO carries to better understand how they might lessen both the physical
and cognitive loads. Parent noted that almost 30 percent of an observer’s
load is batteries required to power handheld thermal imagers, lasers, various
optics and radios. Therefore, fewer, more efficient, lighter and better power
management solutions are near the top of the list.
Later this year, they will deliver a new Leonardo Type 163 laser target
designator. “It went from 30 pounds with an umbilical cord and five to six
batteries to about four to five pounds,” said Murphy.
They are also looking for anti-jamming solutions for the soldier. In December
2017, Calgary-based NovAtel signed a $1.3 million contract to provide 52 units
of its GPS Anti-Jamming Technology (GAJT) to be installed on the Army’s fleet
of LAV OPVs. Parent wants a puck-size version of the antenna for the individual
dismounted operator to fill the same requirement for accurate, secure and
reliable access to GPS signals.
A greater concern is the obsolescence of much of the training equipment,
which no longer meets the core accreditation requirements of JTACs and
provides a dated and bare-minimum capability for FOOs. Ideally, they would
like an immersive joint fires simulator, enabled by either a dome or VR goggles,
networked with CF-18 pilots and each other across every base in Canada,
which would transform individual and collective training and ultimately
preserve live fire resources.
“We are trying to figure out how many we can buy under the funding
envelope and within the capacity of the project management staff from
ADM, Materiel,” said Parent. “The existing nation-wide network gives us the
backbone to talk with CF-18 pilots, so with a minor capital investment, we are
trying our best to put a new simulator in the hands of the troops well before
2026.”
“It won’t replace the need for live aircraft, but it will maximize the time that
you have with that aircraft,” said Murphy. “By having a high-fidelity, accredited
simulator, it will make every hour you have with that eventual live aircraft that
much better and more efficient.”
Ultimately, the aim of the project is to “plan, coordinate, and execute
fire support in the most accurate, efficient, and safe way,” said Parent, and
digitization “has the potential to revolutionize our core business of providing
fires in support of land operations, which we are masters at despite the
limitations of analog methods.” ■
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BRIDGING A GAP
By Richard Bray

Tomorrow’s Canadian Army will get to the mission faster and safer, moving over a new generation
of bridge and gap crossing equipment. At the Directorate of Land Requirements, Major François Langis
has been working on the Bridge and Gap Crossing Modernization (BGCM) project to replace the current
gap and bridging inventory with up to six new systems that will enable commanders to deliver assets
to meet any operational challenge.

W

ith 20 years of service and three years
in the Reserve, and tours in Bosnia and
Afghanistan, Langis well understands what the
Army needs to keep moving. “This project is
designed to replace all of our military gap-crossing
equipment capabilities,” he said. “Some of the
current equipment is now more than 30 years
old. Much of the bridging equipment just doesn’t
meet our requirement anymore because it can’t
support our heavier vehicles. It is time to replace
everything.”
With a budget between $250 million to
$499 million, the BGCM project is a complex
procurement that could deliver six capabilities:
Short, medium and long support bridges; heavy
assault bridges; line-of-communication bridges:
and heavy floating bridges.
The Army uses support bridges to establish
communications quickly in tactical operations,
while the line-of-communication bridges typically
remain in place for longer periods of time to sustain
military forces. The floating rafts and bridge enable

wide water crossing. Assault bridging is a capability
the Canadian Army divested about 10 years ago,
when the bridging equipment could no longer
support the weight of newer equipment.
Assault bridges are put in place by tanks while
under fire or threat of fire. However, as well as
being mounted on tanks, “the same bridge can be
mounted on the back of truck. Both of them can
launch and recover the bridge,” Langis explained.
“When you don’t have a threat and you’re moving
faster, you can do it with a truck. Also, the truck can
be used to resupply the tank. It can drop the bridge
anywhere for the tank to pick it up. And it can go
behind the tank, recover the bridge and bring it
forward again.”
The project will also replace the medium girder
bridge, the current support bridge that has been in use
since the 1980s. “That is the most common support
bridge in the world. Almost 50 countries procured that
bridge in the ‘80s and ‘90s. It’s still being used but it
does not meet our requirement completely anymore
and it has done its time,” he said.

The current line-of-communication bridge,
based on the famous Bailey design of the Second
World War, is being replaced. As Langis pointed
out, bridge companies have been improving the
product with more modern materials and designs
to enhanced capabilities, so there should be a good
selection for the Canadian procurement system.
“Today’s bridging equipment offers more loadbearing, particularly in the support bridges. A lot
of development has been done,” he said. “The
medium girder bridge still provides great flexibility
in that it can be used for a wide variety of gap
widths, however, it is troop and time intensive to
build; it used to take a full troop of engineers, 30 to
40 people, and a couple of hours, sometimes up to
eight or 10, depending on the site and length.”
Today, he said, the replacement bridge will take
about eight to 10 people and an hour and a half to
two hours to build, and it will deliver an increased
load capacity as well. “With the medium girder
bridge, we used to have to lift about 100 pounds
of weight per person for hours. It was all built by

1 Combat Engineer Regiment work on a medium
girder bridge in the training area in Wainright.
Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

5 Combat Engineer Regiment assemble a floating
bridge during Ex. Sapeur Intrepide in Valcartier.
Photo: Avr Stéphanie Labossière

The floating rafts and bridges will be replaced
with a new system as part of the project.
Photo: Cpl Nedia Coutinho
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hand. The new bridges, we don’t need to do that
anymore. It’s all mechanically assisted and you
don’t have to lift manually,” he said.
The short support bridge will deliver a capability
the Army has never had. It resembles the old
medium girder bridge, but it is much smaller and
lighter. “This is for the situations like we had in
Afghanistan with a lot of culverts and very short
gaps, where you don’t want to spend hours to
bridge it. This new type will be buildable by four
people. It’s very light and it will take about 10
minutes to install. And when you’ve [crossed], you
can leave it or recover it and keep going.”
The ability to deliver and build bridges quickly
is almost unique to military organizations, so the
Canadian Army is often called in to deal with civil
ies. Under current planning, Langis said, “We’re
going to have some of our bridges prepositioned
across the country to allow us to move if there
is a disaster in Canada or to assist the civilian
authorities if they don’t have the capability.”

In these situations, he said, the Army’s familiarity
with the line-of-communication bridge is a
particular advantage, “because we know how
to build them and we know how to build them
fast. For example, in Laval two years ago when
there was flooding, we actually built the line-ofcommunication bridge. We didn’t own it; the city of
Laval rented it and we built it for them, because we
could do that the next day.”
Strengthening the Army Reserve is a critical
component of the 2017 defence policy and bridge
building can be a visible demonstration of the value
of Reserve units in their communities. “Currently,
we have 10 engineer regiments across the country.
Most of them own the small version of our line-ofcommunication bridge at the moment. This project
will replace the bridge they have now with a new
one,” he said.
These reserve units will also receive the short
support bridge, greatly improving their capability to
support their respective Reserve brigades during
domestic operations and for all-arms training.

The Bridge and Gap Crossing Modernization
project began around 2011 when the Army started
to identify various requirements. “Since then we
have been building on the ‘what do we need’
question, studying how many pieces of equipment
we might need in each category,” said Langis.
“We have determined the six types of equipment
we want to deliver, and we have talked to allies to
make sure we have coordinated our requirements
so we are interoperable with each other.”
The project has successfully passed the
Defence Capability Board twice and met with the
Independent Review Panel on Defence Acquisition
that advises the Minister of National Defence.
While all six capabilities might be bridges, the
high-level requirements are different for each. In
fact, said Langis, “it is like six sub-projects in the
end, so when we analyze what we really require
to be included in the full scope of the project, we
can pick and choose. If we don’t have the budget
for everything, we can choose not to procure
or to postpone the procurement of one of the
capabilities. We could also increase or reduce the
quantities of the other ones, matching requirements
to budget.”
The end result should be the best combination
of bridge and gap crossing capabilities to carry the
Army into the future. ■

Members of 1 Combat Engineer Regiment build a medium girder bridge during Exercise Ornery Ram 2019 in Wainright in April. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos
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UNIT COHESION

The 10-nation battle group in Latvia
is proving its resilience and resolve

By Chris Thatcher

I

n the two years since the multinational battle
group in Latvia was established in June 2017,
Russian information operations on social
media and other fora have painted a picture of an
ineffective formation too small and too disjointed to
represent significant deterrence.
But on an air-assault exercise in mid-August
in which the battle group, working with American
tactical aviation, moved 250 kilometres to the coast
of Latvia to conduct raids and counter landing
drills, Lieutenant-Colonel Mike Reekie noticed a
substantive change in the narrative. Rather than
belittle the Canadian-led force, Russian propaganda
just threatened to nuke it.
“It’s an admission that the battle group is
effective, that we do have the force ratios, and
that we clearly demonstrate a resolve to defend,
because you can’t deter unless you have the
resolve to defend,” said Reekie, commanding
officer of enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) Battle
Group Latvia.
The battle group is comprised of nine NATO
allies—Albania, Canada, Czech Republic, Italy,
Montenegro, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and
Spain—that are integrated with the Latvian Land
Forces Mechanized Brigade. The current Canadian

Artillery fires during Ex. Gangster Prime in Latvia
in September. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos
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rotation of about 450 soldiers is drawn primarily
from the 2nd Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian
Light Infantry (2 PPCLI) and includes a combat
service support company and headquarters, a
combat support company, a rifle company and a
reconnaissance platoon.
The rifle company is one of five manoeuvre
subunits, joining a Slovak rifle company, a Spanish
combat team, an Italian combat team, and a Polish
tank company. Enablers include a Canadian gun
battery, a Czech mortar platoon, a Spanish engineer
platoon supported by a platoon from Slovenia, that
in turn is enforced by a section from Montenegro,
and an Albanian explosive ordnance disposal team.
More than 50 percent of the battle group at
Camp Adazi does not speak English, but if initial
Russian info ops claimed the formation lacked
cohesion, that criticism has largely collapsed, said
Reekie. NATO army culture, common terminology
and symbols, rather than language, have
overridden most language barriers.
In mid-September, the battle group conducted one
of its most complex exercises to date, Reaper Strike,
focused on wet gap crossings, forward passage of
lines, and grouping and regrouping armoured and
engineer assets between combat teams.

“Every enabler was integrated from the nine
contributing nations to try and find friction points at
the seams,” Reekie explained. “Despite all of that,
I have never had such good situational awareness
or common operating picture—we have never had
that with my unit in Canada.”
Reekie, who is on his fifth international
deployment, credits that to greater predictability
throughout the battle group that has come with
each rotation, and to the work that was done at
the outset by Colonel Wade Rutland and members
of the original six contributing nations to establish
sound standard operating procedures (SOPs) able
to overcome the rapid integration of multiple units
with mixed NATO experience.
“The SOPs continue to be our lifeblood in terms
of orienting the battle group to the same mission
task purpose and how we do business. And
they continue to evolve as we learn lessons and
adapt them,” he said. “They are not just written
documents. There is a practical portion. During
every exercise, the SOPs are rehearsed. One of the
companies represents each one, and every other
company rotates through that stand to execute
that SOP, whether it is a breach, forward passage
of lines or occupation of a defensive position …

Gap crossing during Ex. Reaper Strike in August.
Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

so that we have commonality across the battle
group.”
Integration is one of Reekie’s priorities. But while
the first rotations focused on the challenges within
the battle group such as command and control (C2)
and technical communications systems, greater
predictability has allowed his team to further the
work of the previous rotation under LieutenantColonel Philippe Sauvé of integrating into the
Latvian brigade. “Integration is now into their
national defence plans and the Latvian hierarchy
and operational context,” he noted.
Earlier concerns around logistics and C4ISR
(command, control, communications, computers,
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance) have
largely been addressed. “Logistics is kind of a nonissue now—we are fully interoperable logistically,”
he said. “With C4ISR systems, we are interoperable
now, though there are some pieces that are not as
robust as we would like.”
One of those is effectively extending the range of
C2. On Exercise Reaper Raider in August with U.S.
air mobility, one of the objectives was to “stretch”
C2 and ground communications as the battle group
lifted 250 kilometres to the Latvian west coast.
“That is a huge professional development

opportunity for us,” said Reekie, who has served in
the Canadian Special Operations Forces Command,
Canadian Joint Operations Command and 3rd
Canadian Division headquarters. “Having the
battle group in dispersed operations all across the
Baltics and effectively commanding and controlling
them in a real way takes us institutionally, as the
Canadian Army, leaps and bounds forward. Older
skills that have faded somewhat like HF comms,
the use of runners, radio silence—this focuses us
to get better at those things.”
Mission command is central to the Army’s new
capstone operating concept, Close Engagement,
in which dispersed forces must operate effectively
under contact in an emission-controlled, radio
silence environment.
“This is part of a generational shift,” he
suggested, noting that in the counterinsurgency
environment of Afghanistan, the Army had static
tactical operations centres, concrete lines of
communication, overwhelming air support, and
dominance in the electro-magnetic spectrum.
“None of those are sure things in our current
scenario; in fact, quite the opposite. We need to
get back to a bunch of those skills, and this forces
us to that. We will bring back to all of our armies

LAVs and other combat vehicles were on the move with mortars and anti-tank
weapons (right) during Ex. Reaper Strike. Photos: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos
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A CULTURE
OF AUSTERITY
EX MAPLE RESOLVE CHALLENGES
BRIGADE BY PRIORITIZING RESOURCES
By Bill Williams
Joint Terminal Attack Controllers working with fighter aircraft were part of Ex. Reaper Strike in the Camp Adazi training area in August. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

the experience and the lessons learned in terms of
resurrecting these skills.”
The exercise tempo and multinational nature of
the mission have proven to be a rich environment
for professional development. A company
commander may gain three year’s worth of tactical
experience in a six-month rotation than he or she
would at home, Reekie observed. Exercise Reaper
Strike, for example, involved 1,100 soldiers, 150
combat vehicles, over 25 tanks, fast air, unmanned
aircraft and plenty of fires.
The progress may be indicative of the
trajectory of the battle group, but it has required
some deliberate planning, Reekie emphasized.
Rehearsals and command visualization play a

far greater role than in Canada to ensure the
commander’s intent is shared and fully understood.
“You have to be very calculated in terms of how
you communicate and what everybody’s situational
awareness is before we start the mission,” he
said. “Visualization, however you achieve that, is
important. I do it in nine languages with all 1,100
soldiers to understand the battle group plan,
because it is entirely possible that anyone one
of those soldiers could become the battle group
commander a couple of hours into the operation.”
To prove his point, and to demonstrate the level
of integration across the battle group, in the final
attack of a recent exercise, Reekie assumed the
role of a gunner in a Polish PT-91 Main Battle Tank

To ensure mission command within the battle group, LCol Mike Reekie (pictured) relies on visualization in nine languages.
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while his Spanish deputy took command.
More than anything, though, success in Latvia
boils down to something far less tangible than
readiness and integration. Reekie served in Bosnia,
Afghanistan and Northern Iraq and said never
before had he seen such “radiation of positivity.”
“Guys want this to succeed, they want to put
their best foot forward,” he said. “I think every
soldier, regardless of his or her nationality, is
pretty excited to work with soldiers of a different
nationality—it’s exhilarating. We have adopted
the Spartan battle war cry from the Battle of
Thermopylae. To hear 1,100 yelling in the same
voice is pretty cool. I wake up every morning
pumped to be here.” ■

Members of 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group conduct a combined arms
attack during Ex. Maple Resolve in May. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos
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A reconnaissance unit in a TAPV and LUVW surveys the enemy as part of a combined arms attack. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

Exercise Maple Resolve (Ex MR 19) continues to bat above its weight when preparing Canadian soldiers
to deploy. Nearly a third of the more than 3,000 troops from 1 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group
(1 CMBG) who took part in the annual event at the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Center at Canadian
Forces Base Wainwright in May are, or will soon be, deployed on missions in Latvia, the Middle East
and the Ukraine. More will follow.
“It is a marquee activity on the road to high
readiness,” said Colonel Bob Ritchie, commander
of 1 CMBG. “It provided us with an invaluable
immersive force-on-force (training) opportunity.”
Maple Resolve is the culminating event in a
series of training exercises designed to prepare
a brigade and its soldiers for deployment globally

`over the following 12 months. The event is framed
within a contemporary operating environment,
using authentic role players contracted through
Allied Container Systems Canada.
The exercise is far more than just a check in
the box on what the Army calls the Road to High
Readiness (RTHR). According to Ritchie, the 2019

Reservists from 3 Canadian Division’s Influence Activities Company execute key
leader engagements in the fictional village of Bayan. Photo: Pte Jordyn Anderson
rd
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iteration was informed by 1 CMBG’s “Way of War,”
a philosophy about how the formation prepares for
and conducts operations.
More specifically, the focus was on enhancing
regional mobility and sustainability. This included
training tactically and realistically in a harsh
environment, with minimal access to services and
infrastructure. Food, sanitation and accommodation
were adjusted to minimize logistical support
requirements.
“The result is a culture of austerity in which
(our) soldiers thrived and not merely survived,”
explained Ritchie.
Maple Resolve is largely a generic exercise
that incorporates challenges the Canadian
Armed Forces are likely to face in international
operations. It does not train for the specifics
of one theatre, but rather aims to provide
commonalities supported by doctrine that
soldiers can adapt to different operations.

Integrating Simulation
for Mission Readiness

Please contact: tzvi@bagirasys.com
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Maple Resolve included urban combat and working among local populations (below). Photos: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

The training scenarios were designed to force
1 CMBG to confront an enemy that had both
conventional and asymmetric capabilities. These
ranged from information and cyber warfare, to
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and CBRN
(chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear)
threats. The adversary effectively replicated the
unpredictability, fog and friction which is inherent
in conflict.
As the enemy frequently operated amongst the
population to gain tactical advantage, 1 CMBG
soldiers “had to distinguish who was friend and
who was foe,” Ritchie explained. “At the same time,
we did not want to be indiscriminately hard on the
local population,” played by civilian actors.
Among the many tests of the brigade and its
commander’s experience were the numerous
command and control, communications and
security challenges generated by the sheer size
of the exercise. “You are moving thousands
of soldiers, hundreds of vehicles and pieces
of equipment—it’s like an entire city,” said
Ritchie, who has commanded at various levels
in international operations from Kosovo to
Afghanistan. “To make it harder, you are doing this
in a contested environment.”
That said, 1 CMBG was more than prepared to
work through the frictions of the simulated conflict
and successfully achieved the training effect
desired by the exercise design.
The exercise not only certified 1 CMBG as
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a scalable, agile, and responsive force for
concurrent global contingencies for the next 12
months, it also validated new capabilities and
integrated new Army equipment, including the
CU172 Blackjack unmanned aircraft system and
the medium range radar.
More important, Ex MR 19 reinforced the
point that armies are seldom decisive in modern

Soldiers from 3 RCR fire the C6
and C9 machine guns. Photo DND

warfare. “The idea that we will not operate alone
is important,” said Ritchie, noting the economic,
political and social forces at play in conflict and
therefore in the exercise. Key to accomplishing
their objectives, the brigade had to integrate and
collaborate with participants from the Air Force
and Navy, other government departments, and
allied partners.
1 CMBG’s journey to domestic and international
deployment began shortly after it assumed the
RTHR mandate in July 2018. Through small-scale
training to develop individual soldier skills to large
collective exercises, the brigade has become an
agile and capable force able to react on short
notice as the government of Canada requires.
But Ritchie’s task is far from over. During the
coming months, the brigade command team will
be observing the performance of the 530 soldiers
deployed on Operation Reassurance in Latvia, the
270 assigned to Operation Impact in the Middle
East, and the nearly 140 participating in Operation
Unifier in the Ukraine.
The lessons he and the brigade have learned
throughout the planning and execution of the RTHR
will inform the next brigade as it prepares for high
readiness training and its rotation into theaters of
operations around the world.
“As a professional organization in the relentless
pursuit of excellence, we never stop learning and
growing,” he said. ■

ON TARGET

New Colt weapons set higher standards for accuracy and reliability
By Ken Pole
Two new weapons systems for the Canadian Army, the C6-A1 Flex 7.62-mm general-purpose machine
gun (GPMG) and the C-20 semi-automatic sniper weapon (SASW), both coming from Colt Canada in
Kitchener, Ont., are expected to significantly upgrade the already proven capabilities of their forerunners.

T

he C6-A1 General Purpose Machine Gun is essentially the latest iteration
of a design rooted in the Belgian Fabrique Nationale MAG 58 7.62mm
NATO machine-gun developed in the late 1950s. With its reputation for
extreme reliability and precision, the C6 has been a mainstay
of the Canadian Armed Forces since its introduction.
While the current GPMGs have proven highly effective in all kinds of
environments, they were procured more than three decades ago. Normal wear
and tear, including battle damage on Army combat deployments, has taken more
than 1,000 out of service and the clock is ticking on the rest. This high “burn-out”
rate has impacted training and readiness of Regular and Reserve forces.

The GPMG project brief from the Department of National Defence (DND),
updated in 2017, put the total cost of 3,626 guns and accessories at $124.2
million. Colt Canada has begun initial shipments to Canadian Army depots and
Major Carl Gendron, the Directorate of Land Requirements’ lead for infantry
weapons, expects distribution to Army units to begin in November.
While the main focus is on giving dismounted soldiers a more effective
weapon – as well as lightening their overall load with lighter ammunition bags
and enhanced slings – the procurement also includes more than 700 coaxial
versions that are minimally different from the dismounts’ gun. These are for
mounting on light armoured vehicles and battle tanks as a secondary weapon
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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Snipers on the move. Photo: Roger Simard

to their main armaments, but slaved to the same sighting system and with a
different loading mechanism.
As for the C-20 SASW, it was formally selected by the Army in August and,
as of publication, Public Services and Procurement Canada, the government’s
formal purchasing arm, was going through final analysis. That should lead to
a contract with Colt in early 2020, which would set up for first deliveries next
fall. The number of rifles to be delivered isn’t clear at this point, but there are
indications it could be 300 or more.
The C20 is the latest development based on the Armalite AR-10 NATO
7.62mm battle rifle developed in the late 1950s. The AR-10 itself shares the
design of the M16A2/C7 family with its straight-line barrel-stock configuration
and composite and alloy parts. The AR-10 design has been a favorite for
designated marksman for several years.
Canadian Army Today had an opportunity to handle a C-20 at CANSEC, an
annual Canadian Association of Defence and Security Industries trade show
in Ottawa in May, where a company spokesman described it as a significant
evolution of an already proven weapon.
Gendron goes a step further. “I would say that the C-20 is the best semiautomatic weapon in the world right now,” he said. “The whole package came
together very well.”
The semi-automatic builds on the C7/8 family of 5.56 x 45mm rifles
currently in service. Colt has said the C-20 can average 0.66 minute of angle
(MOA) accuracy during endurance testing that involved over 144 five-round
groups, all shot from cold and with a suppressor. Army testing has yielded
1.0 MOA, which Gendron suggested is a challenge in a real-world environment.
That translates into 1.047 inches of bullet drop at 100 metres with a
7.62x51mm NATO round.
“On top of that, we asked for endurance, maintaining accuracy over a
minimum of 8,000 rounds,” said Gendron. “I’m not aware of any other rifle
in the world that is able to achieve that kind of performance, but when Colt
delivered, and we did the formal testing … it was more accurate and reliable
than we expected. Out of two guns, we were able to run 17,000 rounds without
stoppages, which is, again, extremely impressive.”
James Grant, section head for the Small Arms Capital Program with the
Directorate Soldier Systems Program Management, said that once basic size
and weight requirements for the C6-A1 were set, they had pushed for “sniperquality” precision. “It was about the ammunition types, the grain we wanted,
so we had barrels made up with specific twist grades, very prescriptive on
length, etcetera. The functioning is the same, but it’s the minor changes that
make it better.”
More effective ammunition is a critical element of the program, despite an
understandable decision to stick with the proven NATO standard. “We could
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argue that some other calibres are better,” Gendron acknowledged. “We’ve
been using a 168-grain bullet, but we’re going to bump it up to 175. The
extra kinetic energy means added range, an evolution of an already highlyoptimized weapon.”
All this begs a question: Was much of this capability already in Colt’s
inventory, or did the company have to do a lot of development work to meet
the Army’s requirements?
“I don’t think there was much,” replied Grant. “The basic design starts with
the American lower receiver, so Colt Hartford (its Connecticut headquarters)
shipped up some starting blocks. That gave us a platform to build on. We knew
that we were going with Colt’s new modular rail rifle. Its upper receiver has
all of the M-LOK (modular locking accessory mounting system) to mount all
the stuff. We knew we were going in that direction, so Colt had to design and
develop that piece to go on it.”
“We wanted a certain length so that we could have scopes and night-vision,
etcetera, so they basically machined those from scratch and then sourced
all the little bits such as the buttstock, which comes from Lewis Machine &
Tools in Iowa,” he added. “We wanted a lot of adjustment, but when we put
it through our trials, our master snipers and weapons techs came up with …
ideas for improvement.”
With the C6-A1 an imminent reality for the Army and the C-20 coming
down the track, that sets the stage for another project: A new Canadian
Modular Assault Rifle (CMAR) to replace the current C7 rifle, a Canadian
license-produced version of the U.S. Colt M16, often considered a benchmark
in its category.
“We’re working on different case analyses,” said Gendron. “We’ve been
doing some preliminary testing to see how far we can take it. It’s very
promising—it’s going to leverage what we’ve learned from the sniper project
and what Colt has done with the C-20.”
One possibility is a calibre other than the NATO-standard 556x45mm round
used in the C7, but that’s very much a matter for discussion. “It seems we’ll
be able to provide accuracy out to 500 metres, and maybe all the way to 1,000,
to provide effective suppressive fire,” he said. One of the lessons from Canadian
Armed Forces operations in Afghanistan and Iraq was that “you need the ability
to engage at 800 metres as well as better optics and night-fighting ability.”
The overall approach to the new gun has been driven by the operational
reality that, besides the open spaces of the Afghan conflict, fighting in urban
theatres will become the norm. That means the weapon has to be fired mostly
in suppressed mode so that enemies can’t immediately pinpoint where the
fire is coming from. Hence, a titanium suppressor. Opting for that rather than
a traditional steel one means up to 30 percent less weight at the end of the
barrel, which makes it easier to stay on target with multiple shots. It’s one of
a number of lessons carried over from the sniper community.
Gendron, a member of the Royal 22e Regiment, with deployments in
Bosnia and Afghanistan, calls these urban environments “feral cities.” Entire
neighbourhoods often are controlled by insurgents or local warlords in what
are essentially fortified locations. Radio communications and unmanned aerial
surveillance can be problematic, if not downright impossible, especially when
the enemy uses sewers and other underground infrastructure to get around.
He said the Russians learned that at tremendous cost when their centuries-old
feud with Chechnya erupted anew in the 1990s.
“This is the reality of the future,” he said. “Populations keep expanding;
all the areas where we’re potentially going to be involved are going to be large
population centres. We need to be able to adapt. What does very well at long
range might not work so well in that environment.” ■

Snipers from the Canadian Armed Forces, international militaries and civilian law enforcement agencies
participate in the Canadian International Sniper Concentration. Photo: Roger Simard

Cold weather training with the C6 machine gun. Photo: DND
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FROM ROAD TO
SIMULATOR
Combat vehicle training in a virtual environment
By Richard Bray
Throughout history, armies have tried to
simulate combat in training programs as
realistically as possible, to bring soldiers
to peak readiness for battle. Today, the
Canadian Army is working on a project
that will introduce a transformational

W

hen fully constructed at five bases across the country—Edmonton, Shilo,
Petawawa, Valcartier and Gagetown—the simulators connected by a
network will provide crew members of the Light Armoured Vehicle 6.0, Leopard
2 Main Battle Tank and Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle with virtual simulation
training from the individual level right up to the full combat team.
Captain Michel Beauchemin, of the Directorate of Land Requirements, says
the LVCTS will enable a higher level of training effectiveness and efficiency in
support of the operational tasks the Army needs to conduct. “Sometimes we
focus too much on cash savings from simulations versus live training. It may or
may not be the case sometimes, but the real bottom line we should understand
and promote is the fact that it enables a higher level of preparedness before
going on field training exercises.”

virtual training system that will allow the
crews of its principal combat vehicles
to train at their home garrison. The Land
Vehicle Crew Training System (LVCTS)
project will leap a generation beyond
today’s simulation experience.
The simulation experience allows soldiers to do much more in virtual space
than in real life. “We can blow up as many vehicles as we want,” he noted.
As simulation enables challenging and complex tactical scenarios, soldiers
are better prepared for battle tasks after simulation training, with decreased
reaction times and better focus. Beauchemin agrees that simulation does
represent long-term cost savings by enhancing field training and the overhead
of fuel, ammunition, logistics, food, and wear and tear on the machines, but
said the “two training streams actually complement each other. People used to
see simulation training as a threat to conducting live training, whereas it is very
much a complement.”
Since simulation training for combat vehicles is a relatively new capability,
the Army reached out to allied nations to understand how Canada can avoid

LAV 6 crew fires on an objective during January
training in Gagetown. Photo: Cpl Morgan LeBlanc

LVCTS will network vehicle crews from across the country. Above, a Tactical
Armoured Patrol Vehicle during Ex. Worthington Challenge in Gagetown in September.
Photo: Sgt Vincent Carbonneau

separately buying the same piece of technology several times over. “We also
want to be interoperable, not only within the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF),
but also with allied nations. One of the intended visions with LVCTS is that
it gives us the opportunity to put other technologies alongside the vehicle
training,” he said.
As an example, a small arms training capability could fit alongside the
LVCTS in a training facility. “That would make the centres complete enablers
for training, not just within the vehicle but for dismounted forces as well. The
scope could eventually capture all the elements that would occupy a future
battlespace.”
In fact, because the LVCTS is the Army’s first large-scale virtual simulation
training system, with networked capability, simulation facilities and contractor
support, it has the potential to become the backbone that links many other
training systems. “It is naturally converging towards enabling joint training
eventually. In the Army, we are tackling the challenge from our perspective,
so it is naturally centred on the five main Canadian Army garrisons,” said
Beauchemin.
As the LVCTS is currently planned, the progressive training will be enabled
with a mix of simulators, from multipurpose computer-based systems with
screens and controllers, to reconfigurable systems with the same controls
as in the vehicle represented on touch screens.
“Finally, you have the high-fidelity, potentially full-motion simulator,
very much like an aircraft simulator,” Beauchemin explained. “They don’t
necessarily have to move on a platform, but they may have that capability
depending on cost-benefit of the requirement.”
Having three levels of fidelity in different quantities will enable the Army
to give the right training at the right time for varying vehicle fleets.

requirements (SOR) has been approved, so ADM Mat can actively engage
with companies that have the skills and technology to meet the SOR.
“We will be conducting an Invitation to Qualify process in the coming
months, which gives us the opportunity to engage with industry and begin
to down-select bidders,” he said. “DND can [then] deal with just those bidders
that really can do to the work. Most of the [companies] involved are very open
to that idea.”
Beauchemin thinks military requirements could push the capabilities of
the various simulation companies, as they move well beyond the single taskpurposed simulators that train one person for one role on single stand-alone
machines. “The different manufacturers and vendors are being directed to
create components of a much wider synthetic environment. The idea is to have
a core network to which other capabilities can be attached as needed or as
they become available,” he said.
Chris Stellwag, a director at Canadian simulation company CAE, said
defence customers are looking for more integrated training solutions that
balance live, virtual and academic training. “It is important to look at a program
like the Land Vehicle Crew Training System…more holistically than simply a
collection of vehicle simulators and training devices. The LVCTS solution needs
to address individual skills development, collective team training, and overall
force generation in a program that requires collaboration and flexibility over the
long-term.”
Lockheed Martin has been heavily involved with U.S. Army training, including
the multiple integrated laser engagement system, or MILES, and doesn’t see
the scale of LVCTS as a major challenge, said Amy Gowder, vice president and
general manager of Training and Logistics Solution. “We do a good portion of
U.S. Army collective training today…[and] we’re closely tied to the synthetic
training environment [they] are modernizing. So, we [would] bring some
relevant new technology.”
“The Army is a training institution,” Beauchemin emphasized, and the
main business outcome is to generate troops for force employers such as
Canadian Joint Operations Command. “So it’s all about training and readiness.”
LVCTS supports that objective with an adaptable, scalable training solution.
At this stage of the project, Beauchemin is confident that senior Army
leaders have the information they need to make decisions about these
technologies. “Of course,” he said, “if the decisions are favourable to our
recommendations, that means we need to deliver on our promise.
And we’re looking forward to the chance to do that.” ■

BIG PICTURE

Tanks and tactical vehicles will all be integrated into the LVCTS. Here, a Leopard 2A4 tank fom
C Squadron of the Royal Canadian Dragoons conducts a firing exercise in Gagetown in August.
Photo: Cpl Genevieve Lapointe
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The LVCTS is being developed against a moving background of planning within
the CAF. “We have a simulation strategy that is being reviewed right now, and the
latest changes are not released yet,” said Beauchemin. “Within the CAF we have
what is called the Canadian Army Simulation Strategy. Over the last five years
or more, the Canadian Army Doctrine and Training Centre has been refining this
document to centralize the efforts within the Canadian Force.”
LVCTS entered the definition phase last year and is now led by a team
with Assistant Deputy Minister, Materiel, the main procurement authority
for the Department of National Defence. In effect, the project’s statement of
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For Reservists, Ex. Stalwart Guardian is often the first time
they will work with a complete company. Photo Dan Rogall

TRAINING TO TRAIN
Reserve exercise offers rare opportunity to mentor and coach
By Allan Joyner and Chris Thatcher

On the Road to High Readiness, Ex. Stalwart Guardian offered members of 2 Canadian
Mechanized Brigade Group an opportunity to focus on mentoring, coaching and
training. Photo: Dan Rogall
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Ex. Stalwart Guardian also included the integration
of Reserve mortar units. Photo: Dan Rogall

For two weeks in the August heat, Primary Reservists from across 4th Canadian
Division gathered in the training areas of Meaford and Petawawa, Ont., for an
annual confirmation exercise meant to test their individual and collective skills.

E

xercise Stalwart Guardian is the culmination of all they have acquired in
professional development courses and training events over the previous
months, and an opportunity to integrate into a brigade-level exercise
with the Regular Force.
Armoured reconnaissance and artillery Reservists joined with the Royal
Canadian Dragoons and the 2nd Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery in
Meaford while Reservists from infantry and engineering regiments integrated
with 3rd Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment (3 RCR) and 2 Combat Engineer
Regiment in Petawawa.
In total, almost 870 soldiers from the Primary Reserves, representing 42
regiments and battalions, joined with 2 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group
(2 CMBG) to conduct the combined arms exercise.
Coordinating movement across two battlespaces might have been a
logistical and networking challenge—maps in the brigade headquarters in
Petawawa attempted to track the battle unfolding in Meaford, and vice versa—
but Stalwart Guardian is integral to an Army manning concept that is reliant on
Reserve augmentation, especially for light infantry. The exercise is often the
first time Reserve and Regular Force leaders meet and supporting units are
integrated.
“It is a chance for [the Reserves] to experience what it is like to operate in a
full battalion, fully resourced with full combat support platoons—which most of

the Primary Reserve regiments don’t have—with a full battalion headquarters
and a full combat service support company, inside a brigade context,” said
Lieutenant-Colonel Ben Irvine, commanding officer of 3 RCR. “That is how they
are going to fight.”
“For our soldiers, it is potentially the first time they have worked with a
complete company and definitely a complete battalion, with all the enabling
support,” added Captain Peter Keane of Oscar Company with 31 Canadian
Brigade Group (CBG) based in London. “It is important for them to see…the
amount of work and preparation that needs to go into completing an operation
of this magnitude.”
While the focus might have been on the integration of the Reserves, Stalwart
Guardian also marked the start of 10 months of high readiness training for
2 CMBG—the brigade will be on-call for global deployment effective July 1,
2020—and it offered a rare opportunity to refine skills that are infrequently
practised but often in demand on Canadian operations.
“We train to fight; we don’t often train to mentor and coach. Yet in all of
my deployments, in Afghanistan and Palestine, that is what I have done,” said
Irvine, who served as part of the Operational Mentoring and Liaison Team in
Afghanistan in 2010 and more recently on Operation Proteus working with
Palestinian security forces. “If you can train, mentor and coach a Canadian
soldier, you can probably do that for an Iraqi soldier, a Ukrainian soldier, a
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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Latvian soldier or any other the government might want us to help. All units
need to be prepared to not only fight wars, but to train, mentor and coach local
host nation forces in coalition operations. We call it security force capacity
building, and this exercise is a great venue to train ourselves.”
Consequently, Irvine used Stalwart Guardian to embed members of 3 RCR
in operational mentor and liaison teams to work with Reserve counterparts.
His company commanders for the exercise were Reservists from 31, 32 and
33 Canadian Brigade Groups, but each had a mentor as did their company
sergeant major, platoon commander, platoon warrants, and company quarter
master sergeant. He also integrated Reserves into all of the support platoons
and assigned his troops mentoring roles.
“We have company, platoon and section level leaders fully integrated into
the Primary Reserve companies, working with them the entire exercise,” he
said. “Some of these [Reserve] soldiers are very experienced and just need a
guy to bounce some ideas off; others are very new and my guys are going to

get exercised in how you managed that.”
Stalwart Guardian marked the first time specific Reserve mission tasks such
as mortars, assault pioneers, and direct fire support (DFS) were integrated
into a 4th Can Div battalion. Irvine said his direct fire support platoon of
heavy machine guns, TOW anti-tank missiles and 40mm automatic grenade
launchers (AGLs) would be augmented by about 40 members from the Toronto
Scottish Regiment, who began training for the mission task in early 2019.
“We are going through some battle procedures on how we are going to run
the platoon, because for us it is a learning experience,” acknowledged Captain
Mitchell Forgie of 3 RCR as he and Captain Stuart Lancaster, DFS platoon
commander of the Toronto Scottish, observed students on the heavy machine
gun course as they prepared for the tactical phase of the exercise.
“As 3 RCR, we own the TOW capability and the AGLS capability…and they
bring in their suite of .50 calibre (machine gun) capabilities to augment us,” he
added. “It’s the first time we have worked together and really the first time the

A member of the Toronto Scottish carries the tripod mount
for the .50 cal heavy machine gun. Photo: Allan Joyner

Throughout the exercise, members of 3 RCR were embedded with
counterparts from the Reserve Canadian Brigade Groups. Photo Dan Rogall
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battalion has been able to get an exercise of this scale to employ us.”
Both Forgie and Lancaster went through the advanced direct fire support
course together, as did their respective warrant officers, Dan Banning and Glen
Fraser, but Stalwart Guardian was their initial experience working their soldiers
in a combined platoon.
“This is the first time we’re putting it into practice,” said Lancaster as the
sound of .50-calibre fire reverberated in background.
Other combat support elements recently transferred to the Reserves such
as mortars (Royal Highland Fusiliers of Canada) and assault pioneers (Hastings
and Prince Edward Regiment) were also integrated into the battalion for the
first time.
This level of collaboration and mentoring won’t be possible in any other
exercise, Irvine noted. Next on the road to high readiness for 3 RCR is a large
collective warfighting exercise in January with the U.S. Army 25th Infantry
Division at the Joint Readiness Training Center in Fort Polk, Louisiana.
“It’s a great opportunity for the Canadian and American armies to figure
out how we work together,” he said, but it will be very different from Stalwart
Guardian. “So this is our chance to do [mentoring and coaching]. That is
why we have gone all in. There are 275 members of my battalion that are
deploying, and they will be fully embedded with our Primary Reserve brothers
as one team.”
The tactical exercise scenario, adapted from the Decisive Action Training
Environment (DATE) program employed by the Army, involved a dismounted
assault on an enemy defensive position 40 kilometres away. Beginning with a
water crossing under the cover of darkness, the battalion advanced to contact

LCol Ben Irvine: This is our chance to do
mentoring and coaching. Photo: Allan Joyner

behind reconnaissance assets, conducting company and platoon attacks,
deliberate consolidations, hasty defensive preparations at night, all while doing
battle procedures for the next day’s operations amid a flurry of incomplete and
sometimes contradictory information about the enemy force.
“One of the things I stressed, when we operate within a company, a
battalion, a brigade, you have to understand the battlefield geometry at all
times,” said Irvine. “If you get hit from your left flank, you can’t immediately
attack that if you don’t know where the friendly forces are on your left flank.
You have to maintain positional awareness at all times.”
Training, he told the augmented battalion as the exercise began, “is all
about learning, and they need to leave this exercise as better soldiers, whether
that is as a rifleman or a machine gunner, a section commander or a platoon
commander.”
The challenge, he cautioned, would be getting from “start to finish through
four gruelling days in the hot August sun with the majority of our soldiers still
fit to fight.”
“It’s about working as a team and just pushing through,” added Keane.
“It falls on the junior leaders or more experienced soldiers to mentor the new
soldiers…to make sure they are taking care of themselves both mentally and
physically so they can make it through to the end of the exercise.”
Success for the Reserves, he said, would be acquiring new skills and
improving as soldiers. “[I want] them to have learned some valuable lessons
that they can take back to those who couldn’t make it on the exercise, and
collectively the soldier skills in 4th Canadian Division are improved.” ■
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CYBER
WARRIORS
Army Reserve units take up the mission task of cyber operators
By Bill Williams

M

ilitary attacks generally focus on
an enemy’s weaknesses. When
cybercriminals, for example, wanted
plans for America’s new state-of-the-art Joint
Strike Fighter, they targeted one of the project’s
subcontractors. Cutting around heavily guarded
servers at the U.S. Department of Defense and the
aircraft’s prime contractor, Lockheed Martin, proved
effective.
But criminals or an enemy force who think
that Canadian Armed Forces Reserves are soft
targets have another think coming. “Maybe
someday someone will target the Army Reserve,”
said Lieutenant-Colonel Frédéric Lauzier, Chief
Information Officer of 2nd Canadian Division.
“But we will be ready.”
Cyber threats were designated as a mission
task to be explored under an initiative called
Strengthening the Army Reserve (StAR), the
Army’s response to a directive in 2016 by
General Jonathan Vance, Chief of the Defence
Staff, to operationalize the Reserve Forces. That
has resulted in an overall boost in the size the
Army Reserve as well as the introduction of new
capabilities, broader access to equipment and new
responsibilities.
During the past year, the effects of StAR on the
cyber front have gained ground. Pilot project cyber
groups have been created at the Army Reserve
level in 2nd Canadian Division and 4th Canadian
Division with 34 Signals Regiment in Montreal and
32 Signals Regiment in Toronto, respectively. In the
future, units in the remaining Divisions will also be
selected to fill similar roles.
The changes couldn’t have come soon enough.
The 2017 defence policy, Strong, Secure, Engaged,
concluded that cyber threats from foreign spies,
hackers and military services are expected to
grow during the coming decades. Potential targets
include command, control, communications,
computers, intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems as well as related
operational and weapons technologies on which
soldiers depend.
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CIVILIAN SKILLSETS
According to Lauzier, protecting classified and
unclassified Army networks, which encompass a
broad range of IP hardware, sensors, wiring, and
related software, will be a key priority. Projected
tasks will include screening computers, router
switches and endpoints using a range of private
sector, internally developed and COTS suites and
tools to detect unusual activity. There will likely also
be a training component, with defence force cyber
experts expected to train non-specialists in secure
practices and warning signs.
The precise role that Army Reserve cyber
specialists will play in training and actual
operations will only be wholly defined once initial
and full operating capability have been attested.
“Integrating cyber capabilities into Reserve units
makes sense for many reasons,” Lauzier explained.
“The people we are attracting are bright, motivated
and they come from all walks of life. Many have
IT careers in the civilian world, so they are able to
mesh skills that they learn here with things they do
in their daily work lives.”
Another benefit stems from a reality inherent
in almost all government initiatives: Funding for
National Defence education and training programs
can be tied up for long periods of time in Ottawa
bureaucratic channels. The upshot is that civilian
recruits with on-the-job or private sector training
may, in certain cases, be more up-to-date than
their military counterparts—skills that those who
join the Reserves can port over.

ATTRACTING MORE TALENT
One of the strongest believers in the role
that Reserve forces can play in cyber defence
is Lieutenant-Colonel Jean-François Denis,
commanding officer of 34 Signals Regiment. Denis,
who currently also fills a chief information officerstyle role in the private sector, took command of
34 Signals Regiment in 2017 shortly after retiring
from the Regular force. He almost immediately
began drawing on his vast network of contacts to
lobby hard to get the 2 Can Div cyber mandate for

his unit, a goal he finally achieved in June 2018.
The next step was spreading the word to generate
maximum interest among existing personnel and
new recruits, among which he was able to identify
15-20 candidates.
A key priority right now is formulating the
training program for 2019-2020 season. “Soldiers
in the Reserves, by their very nature, have differing
levels of commitment,” said Denis. “We need
to determine the core nucleus among those we
have recruited into the tasking. Then we can build
around them.”
Another priority will be leveraging vast dormant
talents among female members in the Canadian
Armed Forces. “I am a strong believer in diversity,”
Denis stated. “We have a lot of women in 34
Signals and they are doing a great job. But right
now, the cyber role is attracting primarily men.”
Despite the clear progress, questions remain
regarding how Army Reserve cyber personnel
would be deployed on exercises and operations.
Providing blue force protection on training
mandates and assigning individual members
temporary placements with Regular Force units on
an as-needed basis seem like obvious examples.
A fuller picture will likely only emerge
once personnel are more fully trained and are
functioning as cohesive units. Key coming
milestones include training exercises with an
unspecified Ottawa organization this fall, followed
by deployments at international events in the next
few years. Meanwhile, Denis is pushing hard. “I
am on target to achieve initial operating capability
in 2022, but honestly, my objective is to be there
much earlier.”
However, while Army officers admit that
integration of cyber capabilities at the Reserve
level offers tremendous advantages, they are
careful about overpromising. “To get the right
person in the right job with the right training takes
time,” said Lauzier. “That means we have to make
sure that we not only recruit the right people, we
also need to figure out ways to keep them.” ■
As part of a new cyber mission task, Primary Reservists will be protecting classified and unclassified Army networks. Photo: DND
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RESERVE FORCE

Final Drive
A test of endurance on the Army Operations Course
BY IAN COUTTS

“It may seem like a lot of work.”
Lieutenant-Colonel Eric Groulx is referring to the effort
that led up to the chaos surrounding him. Dozens of junior
officers intently tap away at computer terminals or confer
with more senior officers. Paper signs stuck to the walls
or on cubicle dividers announce “G-3, G-4” and so on.
A constant distracting buzz of overheard conversations
makes him hard to hear.
Then he smiles.
“And it is.”
The location is the Canadian Army Simulation Centre at Canadian Forces Base Kingston,
a facility managed in partnership with Calian Training. The surrounding uproar is the last
piece of Exercise Final Drive for the Primary Reserve Army Operations Course, a three-day
event that’s been almost a year in the making.
It’s a warm day in late July—not that you’d know it inside what feels like a windowless
high school cafeteria. The candidates haven’t had much chance to experience the weather
anyway. They’ve been grinding through 18-hour days for close to two weeks, 12 hours
a day of instruction more or less, 6 hours on their own apart from that, to get ready for
the elaborate simulation they will be enmeshed in over the next two days, overseeing the
operations for two brigades for which they serve as staff thrown into conflict in the
far-away land of Ventura.
As many readers of this magazine will know, the Canadian Army Command and Staff
College’s Army Operations Course is a key building block in the career of any officer, a
bit of military alchemy that transforms captains into potential senior officers. The College
offers three such courses each year, two aimed at members of the Regular Force and this
third one intended primarily for Reservists (along with 15 Regulars and 21 foreign officers
representing 11 different nations.) This year some Canadian students and a few overseas
students conducted the entire course almost exclusively through distance learning.
The difference between the Regular and the Reserve courses is not content, but time.
A Reserve captain keen on taking the next big step in their career must tuck it in and around
their other obligations. One of the participants on this year’s courses, Captain Ed Gorham
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The Canadian Army Command and Staff College Army Operations Course is a key
building block in the career of any officer, a bit of military alchemy that transforms
captains into potential senior officers. Photo: DND
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RESERVE FORCE

Over three gruelling days, candidates on the Army Operations Course formed the staffs of two brigades to plan and
conduct an operation against insurgents in fictional Ventura, including briefing role-playing reporters. Photo: DND

of Toronto’s 48th Highlanders, likened it to an
executive MBA—you work a lot on your own and
then come together with your fellow classmates
occasionally for intensive sessions.
That’s an apt comparison, but it overlooks one
big difference. The average student in an executive
MBA is trying to juggle work, school and home
life. The students on this course are balancing all
those and more. In addition to a day job and the
demands of a family, they have a commitment to
their Reserve unit. In fact, students are encouraged
to reduce responsibilities in their home units as
the Army expects them to dedicate a significant
amount of time to the course—up to two evenings
a week and one weekend a month.
The students here began work almost a year ago
when they received the first reading materials for
the course the previous August.
“The course is broken into three tutorials,” says
Groulx, the College’s Dean of Reserve Individual
Training and Education. A Reservist himself, he is
the former commander of 49th Field Regiment RCA
in Sault Ste Marie and a graduate of the course.

“The first is doctrinal foundations, and it is done
primarily through distance learning.”
Up until now, these officers have focused on
their own specialization; this section of the course
aims to help them “learn the Army,” as Groulx
puts it. Tutorial One runs from September to
January. In January, they then begin putting what
they’ve learned into use, planning operations for
a battle group—an infantry battalion augmented
with an armoured squadron, engineers and other
supporting units.
Tutorial 2 features online work, plenty of it,
but, says Groulx, “it is more focused on what
they are doing on weekends.” Although they
work individually much of the time, the students
are grouped into syndicates of roughly 10 each,
working under the guidance of experienced
Reserve officers. “All of our instructing staff are
post-command lieutenant colonels with a wealth
of experience,” he says. Numbering about 20 in all,
they have “about 600 years of service in total.”
A quick glance at the rank slides the students
wear on their uniforms tells you that they are from

As well as Canadian Army personnel, students on both the Regular
and Reserve courses include officers from allied armies. Photo: DND
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To make the exercise as realistic as possible, participants in Final Drive must work with limited information.
What they see on maps or computer screens is far from the complete story. Photo: DND

units scattered across the country. The students
are grouped regionally—there are two syndicates
out west, three in Ontario, two in Quebec, and as
Groulx puts it “one to one and a half in the Atlantic
provinces.” Bringing them together for weekends
presents challenges. For example, once a month
in the Atlantic provinces, students have to get
themselves to one central location, usually Halifax,
whether they are from a unit in Bathurst, N.B.,
or St. John’s, Nfld.
Once they’re gathered, though, they have to hit
the ground running. “Training starts as early as we
can,” says Lieutenant-Colonel Jonathon Penney,
who mentors the Atlantic group, because most
have to be back at work by Monday morning.
The course load, the travel—it can all add
up. “We lose about 10 students per serial,” says
Groulx. “It’s hard on the staff, too.”
The third tutorial brings the remaining students
to Kingston. For most of their time here, they work
learning how to plan and run a brigade-sized
operation, to give them “some experience in all
aspects of managing a brigade,” says Groulx.

Their ultimate job here is to make up the staffs
for two brigades that are in turn part of a division.
The challenge? Far-away Ventura has been racked
by war. A peace treaty is about to be signed, but
before it can be, fighting has broken out again.
The job of the division, and by extension these two
brigades, is to push back the insurgents. They’ll
be doing this in real time, spread over two days
in simulation.
Their “enemy” is located in a separate room
in the same building, comprised of retired Army
officers dressed in golf shirts and tan slacks,
working in what looks like a high school computer
science lab. This enemy force is under the control of
Lieutenant-Colonel Mark Popov, a retired armoured
officer with 27 years’ experience. Like the Reservist
mentors, many of these officers have commanded
armoured or artillery regiments or infantry
battalions. Other contract officers play the role of
the division’s other brigade and divisional staff.
The divisional commander is played by Colonel
Dyrald Cross, at the time the commandant of the
college. While it is running, he can be found seated

before a large cloth map spread out on the floor of
a drill hall, where he can watch young soldiers push
around markers that represent the moves of the
exercise and hear reports from his “staff,” both the
students and non-students who are playing the role
of neighbouring units.
The whole exercise follows a general scenario,
but with a certain degree of leeway. “Our directing
staff can guide their actions,” says Groulx. If in their
planning, the students have missed something that
the instructors feel they should cover, they can have
the “enemy” bring it out subtly by moving
a unit or undertaking an unexpected action.
Mimicking reality, the students have a relatively
limited idea of what is happening and where in
their battlespace. Looking at the icons on their
computers, they know where their units are,
but for the enemy’s actions, they depend on
information received by phone from their
“subordinate units”—also played by contract staff.
If it isn’t reported to them, they don’t know about
it, although the instructing staff can “pull back the
curtain” and show them the bigger picture if a point

needs to be made, says Groulx.
This final exercise has seen the students take
on roles very different from what they have been
previously trained for—a logistics officer might
be handling his brigade’s intelligence functions,
and armoured officer her higher formation’s attack
helicopters. Who gets assigned to what role, up to
and including the brigade commander and brigade
chief of staff, can “sometimes seem random,” but
the instructors have been watching them for the
better part of a year and have a good idea of their
strengths and weaknesses, he observes.
Talk to the students, even as they are embroiled
in the midst of the exercise, and two points come
through: Yes, it’s been a hell of a haul, but in the end
it’s worth it.
Captain Patrick Dubuc from Sherbrooke sums
it up: “It’s a big challenge, to balance your personal
life, your civilian job and this course, which is
almost full time. You don’t take anything else on
your plate. You have to warn your wife, and your
relatives too, that it’s very demanding for the family.
But it’s very rewarding.” ■

While participants work together on planning exercises (below), a key part of the course is to get
them out of their comfort zone and familiarize them with all aspects of Army operations. Photo: DND
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36 Canadian Brigade Group on
Ex. Southbound Trooper. Photo: Cpl Martin Roy

1 CMBG during Ex. Maple Resolve 2016.
Photo: MCpl Malcolm Byers

The Silverado is heavily used by both Regular
and Reserve forces. Photo: Dan Rogall

MORE THAN
JUST A TRUCK
For a truck replacement project, the Light Utility Vehicle
is almost as complex as any combat vehicle program.

I

t might be the last and one of the least
glamourous in a steady line of vehicle projects
that have delivered logistics and combat trucks
to the Canadian Army over the past five years,
but the Light Utility Vehicle (LUV) project has the
attention of leaders throughout the Canadian Armed
Forces given the broad role and importance of the
capability.
LUV will replace the Mercedes G-Wagon and
Chevrolet Silverado, two versatile vehicles that
perform multiple roles for multiple users under
an array of conditions. To build the statement of
requirements, the project team had to meet with
various Army users, with the Army Reserve—the
LUV will be their primary vehicle for both training
and mission tasks—and with Air Force tactical
helicopter squadrons, which use the vehicle to help
secure landing zones. In addition, there’s Canadian
Joint Operations Command—the Disaster
Assistance Response Team will employ the LUV as
will 1st Canadian Division Headquarters—and the
Vice Chief’s office, which oversees health service,
military police and other users.
“The complexities are pretty significant when
you look at all the users,” said Major David
Gottfried, an armoured officer with the Royal
Canadian Dragoons who became the project
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director just over a year ago. “It is a pan-Canadian
Armed Forces vehicle system that is going to fill
some important gaps.”
The project is scheduled to go before the
Defence Capability Board—a committee chaired by
the Vice Chief of the Defence Staff at which project
approval is sought—in early to late spring 2020.
However, Gottfried will be asking industry for input
through a letter of interest in early 2020. And the
number of companies interested at this point could
be high as many vehicle manufacturers should be
able to satisfy the project’s high-level mandatory
requirements.

A TRUCK FOR ALL USERS?

Beyond radios, the C4ISR requirement for
LUV is still being determined. Photo: DND

The Mercedes G-Wagon—short for
Gelandewagen—was acquired in 2003 to replace
the Bombardier-built Iltis that lacked the necessary
protection needed in Afghanistan and elsewhere.
Eight hundred were bought in 2003 and another
350 were added in 2004, along with about 170
armour protection systems. Over 1,000 of the
Chevy Silverado, a militarized version of 2500HD,
were acquired two years earlier in 2001 to replace
Iltis jeeps used on bases and by specialized units.
Finding a replacement for both isn’t a
straightforward one-for-one swap. The Silverados

The Light Utility Vehicle must be able to work in support of combat vehicles and in a reconnaissance role. Photo: DND

and G-Wagons are the primary vehicle of the
Army Reserve, and as Reserve units take on more
specific mission tasks as part of the Strengthening
the Army Reserve (STAR) initiative, the ability to
deploy their vehicles with the Regular Force will be
critical. The infantry Reserve, for example, provide
direct fire support and will need a platform to
mount a weapon. “Right now, that platform is the
LUV,” said Gottfried.
The project must also fill a key logistics role.
The Navistar Medium Support Vehicle System
MILCOTS trucks have a 10-tonne cargo capacity
and the Logistics Vehicle Modernization project is
expected to deliver a light truck in the five-tonne
range to replace the Western Star LSVW. But to
transport the increasingly heavier gear of small
units on base or on operations, LUV must bridge
a gap below the much larger MSVS and LVM
vehicles with something around two tonnes.
As a reconnaissance platform that is often
operating with the fighting forces, the LUV will
need built-in or bolt-on armour protection from
improvised explosive devices and small arms fire
and the mobility to travel off-road. Conversely,
it’s also the vehicle for Course Warrant Officers
conducting training courses at home where
weapons, armour and mobility can be set aside.

Furthermore, it will be the prime vehicle for
signallers to lay communication cable, and may
be tasked to provide tactical support to light
infantry forces.
“This fleet is now going to do more and have
more capability,” said Gottfried. “It will have a
tactical role and a support role, and trying to find
that happy medium of a fleet mix is the challenge.”
Whether that includes a battlefield management
system is yet to be determined. Deployed vehicles
will be expected to operate in a network-enabled
battlespace, but the communications requirement
as of now is limited to radios, he said.
The project team is also keeping tabs on the
Light Forces Enhancement project, which aims
to deliver greater mobility to the light infantry
battalions. The primary focus has been on ultralight
off-road vehicles like the Polaris MRZR-D—36
were acquired in 2017 for trials—but a light truck
might be under consideration as well. “There are
some synergies but they don’t have an armour or
an environmental protection requirement and this
project does,” Gottfried noted.
For operational, maintenance and logistic
considerations, the Army would like to procure
a single fleet of vehicles to satisfy all capability
requirements. Budget constraints, however,

may require the project to evaluate a multi-fleet
concept.
“Right now, everything is on the table. Nothing
has been pulled back,” Gottfried said. “The
big thing for us is the mobility and the limited
protection, but we do not want to go much bigger,
so that does not discount multiple vehicle fleets.”
In total, the project will procure about 2,500
vehicles. The ballpark budget has been set between
$250 million and $500 million, but Gottfried said
informal discussions with industry have produced
estimates as high as $1 billion for all variants and
ancillary systems such as trailers.
Not surprising, interest from industry has
been high. Gottfried has looked at vehicles
from Oshkosh, Mercedes Benz, Iveco, Thales,
AM General, Jeep, Volkswagen, Jankel, which
militarizes a Toyota Land Cruiser 79 Series, and
the Streit Group, among others.
“We’ve been looking at everything from police
tactical vehicles to new light tactical vehicles,” he
said. “There could be upwards of 50 OEMs (original
equipment manufacturers) that fall within this
project. This will be a competitive process.” ■
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What’s next
for the Carl G?

Saab explains the changes made to the M4
By Ken Pole
When the muddy trenches of the First World War led to a
stalemate on the Western Front, Britain introduced tanks
at the Battle of the Somme in 1916. Germany was slow to
respond, managing to deploy only about 20 in the latter
stages of the war. Although mechanically unreliable and
vulnerable because of simple steel plate armour, they
nevertheless proved effective on both sides.

C

ountermeasures were few and far between
in those early days, but as tank technology
has evolved in the decades since, so too have the
weapons designed to disable and destroy them.
Enter the Carl-Gustaf System (CGS), an
84-millimetre recoilless rifle designed and
manufactured by Saab AB in Sweden. Named for
the town where it was designed and manufactured,
the earliest version, M1, was introduced in 1948. It
quickly became the preferred squad-level anti-tank
weapon for many western European armies and
Saab has steadily upgraded its capabilities to the
point where later versions remain in service with
more than 40 militaries.
The Canadian Army issues M2s, a 1964 design,
to most Regular and Reserve units and a newer
and lighter M3, a 1986 design, to light infantry
units. The system normally has a crew of two:
one trooper carries and loads ammunition while
the other aims and shoulder-fires, usually using
a telescopic sight, from standing, kneeling or
prone positions.
Unlike some more expensive “fire and forget”
weapons, the CGS is strictly line-of-sight. But its
effectiveness has been sustained and enhanced by
the evolution of Saab’s ammunition. Current options
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include three types for multi-role engagements
or against structures, three anti-armour and two
anti-personnel, as well as illumination and smoke
rounds. Canada’s combat inventory includes highexplosive anti-tank (HEAT) rounds with an effective
range of 700 metres and “dual-purpose” rounds,
which can destroy fortified positions out to 500m.
The Army has had an anti-tank guided missile
replacement project in its recapitalization plans
for at least the past five years and recently added
acquisition of a new multi-purpose, anti-armour
and anti-structure, portable and mounted weapon
system to the Defence Capabilities Blueprint. The
project has an estimated budget of between $500
million and $1 billion and is scheduled to enter
options analysis in 2022 or 2023.
Given the full spectrum of conflict for
which armies train today—near-peer conflict,
counterinsurgency, close-quarter urban combat
as the global demographic shifts toward cities—
troops need capability that is versatile, said Johan
Vestin, Saab’s Washington-based director of
business development.
“The dismounts finish what others have
started,” he noted. “They are the final tool in the
commander’s toolkit. They need to be able to

Candidates from the Basic Military Officer Qualification Army (BMOQ-A)
course conduct live fire defensive training in Gagetown in March.
Photo: Avr Justine Dusablon

continuously adapt to changing situations. So it’s
important that [capability] works not just in the
conditions a lot of today’s soldiers have grown up
in Iraq or Afghanistan; it needs to work in the Arctic
in extreme cold, in the jungle at high temperatures
and humidity, and at high altitudes and, in some
situations, in salt spray—all these things”
The latest iteration of the CGS is the M4, which
is shorter and, thanks to composites, some 30
percent lighter than the M3 at about 7 kilograms.
An ammunition round adds 2.5-4.5kg to the firing
package. A key development for rapid deployment
is that the M4 can be carried while loaded, ready to
fire almost immediately.
While the M4 range is up to 1,300 metres
and there’s a push to extend that to 2,000m,
it can be effective as close as 20m in a dense
urban environment. Most rounds fly about 250m/
sec while the rocket-assisted ones travel 330340m/sec, so delivery out to 1,000m takes only
a few seconds and in some cases is virtually
instantaneous.
Other weapons can operate within those range
parameters, but Vestin said the CGS’s conception
and main use as an anti-tank weapon makes it
the most effective. “We can easily send shaped

The Carl-Gustaf System was designed to work in all conditions,
from jungle heat to salt spray and Arctic cold. Photo: DND

charges further out, but 700m is our usually-stated
practical range.” At that distance, a HEAT round can
punch through more than 500mm of homogeneous
steel armour plate, which many armies have
replaced with composites and/or explosive
reactive armour.
As for buildings and other infrastructure where
enemies can hide, a rocket-assisted CGS round
can punch through at least 20 centimetres of
reinforced concrete, but the warhead explodes
after penetration. In Afghanistan, where insurgents
were firing rocket-propelled grenades at western
troopers, the CGS had greater reach, enabling
the dismounts to remain out of RPG range while
fighting back. “Basically, anything you encounter
on the battlefield, you can engage with the CarlGustaf,” said Vestin.
The CGS is not an inexpensive weapon to
operate, but it is far less expensive than calling
in artillery fire, vehicle-mounted missiles or even
an airstrike, observed Saab Canada president
Simon Carroll. It also provides a commander on
the ground an asset that is immediately deployable
and doesn’t require some of the authorities of other
fires.
But training troops on what many in the

Canadian Army call the “Carl G” isn’t cheap.
They can’t bang off rounds on a range as they do
with pistols and rifles for training and proficiency
maintenance. That’s why training rounds come in
four types: 20mm and NATO-standard 7.62mm
sub-calibre trainers sleeved to the launcher’s
84mm tube, as well as two types of full-size
practice rounds with dummy warheads.
“The exterior of the sub-calibre adapter
is exactly the same as a live round in terms
of interfacing with the weapon,” said Veston.
“Handling and loading is the same as a real round,
which helps with a realistic rate of fire.” Inside
each sleeved round is a smaller barrel and the 7.62
NATO round has a tracer to help build accuracy.
“It’s a very simple thing, but it has worked for a
long time, so that’s why we still use it.”
The syllabus differs from country to country, but
Vestin said firing 10 training rounds usually sets
up a new trooper to proceed to a live round if the
trainers feel it’s necessary.
Whether the Army continues with the CGS
remains to be seen—the next anti-tank guided
missile system won’t likely be selected until after
2025—but Army history and experience with the
system will make it a formidable candidate. ■
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MICRO RECONNAISSANCE

Army trials Black Hornet for the next
cycle of the Integrated Soldier System Suite.
By Chris Thatcher

The Black Hornet micro unmanned aerial system (MUAS)
was tested with a variety of operators by the Canadian
Army Trials and Evaluation Unit in Gagetown last
October. Photo: DND
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When the 1st Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment
(1 RCR) assumed command of the enhanced
Forward Presence Battle Group in Latvia in
July 2018, they deployed with their own aerial
reconnaissance platform.
Weighing little more than 50 grams, the Black
Hornet handheld micro unmanned aerial system
(UAS) provides a lightweight, portable beyondline-of-sight capability to small units gathering
intelligence on what’s over the next rise or inside a
building. For 1 RCR, it was a first test of the utility
of the FLIR Systems miniature device in operations.
Improving situational awareness for soldiers in
dispersed operations is paramount, and the day
and night vision of a micro aircraft is one option
currently being explored by the Canadian Army.
Last October, the Army’s Trials and Evaluation
Unit (CATEU), part of the Combat Training Centre
at 5th Canadian Division Support Group Base
Gagetown, began conducting trials of a Black
Hornet 3 in a range of scenarios in both open and
urban terrain.
From reconnaissance to building inspection,
the Hornet was pushed to the limits of its ability
to help detect and identify targets of interest
while remaining inconspicuous. The trials, which
involved artillery, armoured reconnaissance, and
infantry operators and observers, included multiple
tests of its maximum range to see at what point
it lost signal and how it responded; its ability to
operate in sustained winds; its maximum detection,
recognition and identification of camouflaged
soldiers and vehicles along routes and pathways;
its utility and endurance in urban environments
moving in and out of buildings; and its role in point
and route reconnaissance, explained Captain David
Kapa, the trial officer and now the trials coordinator
for CATEU.
“They certainly pushed the envelope of the
capability,” said Lieutenant-Colonel Ray Corby, who
oversees the Integrated Soldier System Suite (ISSS)
project for the Directorate of Land Requirements.
“We know with a small aircraft that the weather,

the environment, all of that is going to be a factor
and may limit its effectiveness. They also looked
at the limits to detectability and identification—at
what point you can pick up something using the
optics. That will help us define our requirements.”
The Army’s unmanned aircraft expertise has
traditionally been the purview of the 4th Artillery
Regiment (General Support) and the Royal
Regiment of Canadian Artillery School. But the
micro system represents a sensor capability that
may fit better with the ISSS currently being fielded
with various units.
“That is the real promise, integrating that type
of platform with the ISSS so that soldiers can build
better situational awareness,” said Corby. “Our
vision is to find something that the soldiers can
use in a very local environment, one kilometre
and closer, that is controlled by them and they
don’t have to compete with any other forces
on the ground for priority use. It is very much a
personal tool to better understand where they are
operating.”
Three Black Hornet systems were acquired in
2018 as part of a buy-and-try program primarily
to evaluate their fit in Army operations rather than
fill a capability gap. But Corby noted the UAS “does
meet an area where we don’t have a capability—at
the soldier level.” Larger unmanned surveillance
aircraft like the CU172 Blackjack and CU173 Raven
B are generally company- and battalion-controlled
assets.
“If I want a platoon of soldiers to take a look
at one building that they are conducting a raid
on, I want them to have that asset with them, I
don’t necessarily want them to wait and have that
deconflicted at a higher level,” he said.
Transferring the evaluation to the ISSS project
is well-timed. The first cycle of the Rheinmetall
Canada-built soldier system consists of a tactical
smartphone-like computer with GPS, a radio, and
a push-to-talk headphone, connected to a hub that
allows the soldier to share navigation, blue force
positioning, enemy locations and other situational
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | FALL 2019
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The MUAS was trialed in various reconnaissance roles,
especially in multi-story buildings with no or limited
GPS signal. Photo: DND

information across a section, platoon or even
company. The suite was trialed last fall by the 3rd
Battalion of the Royal Canadian Regiment (3 RCR).
Weight, power consumption, and the overall
modularity of the ISSS are still being improved
and the Army is determining how best to employ
the system—for example, does every soldier in a
section need it at all times? But even as the project
team strives to resolve those issues, it is exploring
additional capabilities that could be integrated to
enhance the overall system.
“One of the ways is to build another tool into
it, give it a sensor whereby you can see your
objective before you launch onto it,” Corby
explained. “A reconnaissance platoon might be
the primary user within a battalion, because they
are responsible for getting other units onto an
objective, but it would not be limited to them.”
He added: “Anything outside of a kilometre is
going to be a mission for a different platform, but
for sending a UAS through an open window to look
down a hallway, this is it. If you integrate the video
feed into the ISSS, you can then populate a map or
an image and send it to the force that is going to
conduct the raid.”
The CATEU trials found that while the general
consensus was positive, the Black Hornet 3 did
have some drawbacks because of its size and the
limited optics. Two aircraft crashed in high winds,
which at times gusted above 20 kilometres an hour,
and it was challenged in some of the urban testing,
working with both a GPS signal and in a GPSdenied environment. Although the manufacturer
claims a flying time of 25 minutes, flying conditions
hampered that.
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“Unfortunately, we didn’t achieve that,” said
Kapa. “The only time we came close was during
one iteration of outdoor endurance testing, where
there was no wind or other interference, during
which we achieved 24 minutes and 18 seconds of
flight time. In general, it was 20 minutes or below,
and a lot of that had to do with the fact the system
had to fight the wind and that drained the battery.”
Snipers and recce soldiers were quick to
see “the benefit of this in the execution of their
daily tasks,” he said, and it proved its value as
a “situational awareness system that would
provide soldiers with data right away,” but
some modifications might be required for urban
operations and to improve target identification.
Throughout the various trials, operators
deliberately ran down the battery to test not only
the maximum range, but also how long it could
continue to stay aloft and provide usable data.
“We found that despite what the specs said, the
time one of these Black Hornets could stay up was
actually quite limited,” said Kapa. “But because it
is utilized at such a low level, for the user on the
ground it was just enough time to develop a better
understanding of the situation on the ground.”
The second cycle of ISSS will provide section
and platoon commanders with a larger tablet
(rather than just the smaller cell phone-like display
of the current ISSS) that can receive UAS video
feeds integrated with the Army’s Land Command
Support System (LCSS). For commanders looking
to see over the next hill, behind a tree line or inside
the window of a multi-story building, the Black
Hornet can be unpacked and launched in minutes,
can record video or take still images, and offers a

low visual and audio signature that make it difficult
to detect.
It wouldn’t change a section’s tactics, but it
would give leaders a three-dimensional picture of
the battlespace without having to expose soldiers,
said Corby.
“I want to give commanders a toolbox that they
can scale for their mission,” he added of the overall
ISSS, which is now defining the requirements for
the third and final cycle of the project, including
software improvements, smaller and lighter
components, and additional tools.
“When we analyzed our options, a micro UAS
was the most beneficial to the field force,” he said.
“It’s an expensive device, but not so expensive that
we wouldn’t be able to give it to every unit that
requires it. And there’s an opportunity here with
Rheinmetall … to play that integrating role as the
contractor on ISSS.”
The project team must still define the
requirements for a micro UAS. Feedback from
infantry in Latvia and user trials will inform much
of that, but Corby said the ISSS project offers a
“a small window to make improvements and add
capability,” and he intends to capitalize, even if
he has to repeatedly temper expectations that
the system does not provide long endurance
target identification and tracking from above the
battlefield.
“I think we have found a comfortable position
where every soldier can have it at a high level of
encryption or just the key leaders at the secret
level. And the same capability that allows us to use
this system now in a contested environment will
also allow us to eventually link in with LCSS.” ■

3D mapping might help visualize a commander’s intent, as in this brief during Operation Allied Resolve in Portugal as part of
JOINTEX 15, but artificial intelligence-aided tools could soon transform command decision-making. Photo: Cpl Jordan Legree

Artificial Intelligence
OVERCOMING THE BARRIERS TO ADOPTION
By Chris Thatcher
Across most industrial sectors, companies are bracing for the bow wave of
transformative technologies, from artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics to cloud
computing, additive manufacturing and human-machine interaction, that will
disrupt, and possibly revolutionize, the way they do business.

A

s with industry, so too with the military.
Through Defence Research and Development
Canada (DRDC), the Canadian Army has been
investigating the possibilities of AI techniques to
support military operations since the mid-1990s.
But breakthroughs by industry and academia in
the past few years on a number of technology
fronts have given that research a renewed impetus.
The investigation of AI techniques and
applications have evolved over decades from
“building rule sets derived from human knowledge
that enabled expert systems to reason within
specific problem spaces, towards building
statistical models derived from large data sets
that enable machine learning systems to perform
predictions,” explained Dr. Guy Vezina, director
general of Strategic Partnerships for DRDC, “an

evolution that brought an increased ability
to handle uncertainties together with better
learning abilities.”
Until this summer, Vezina served for over 13
years as the Scientific Advisor to the Army, most
recently as director general for Army Science
and Technology, or DGSTAR. He sees the growing
civilian and military opportunities stemming from
the “ubiquity of digitalization” and “the potential
to bring together advanced data, algorithms and
computing power to increase the smartness
into the systems that surround us,” such as the
knowledge-based models, voice recognition and
synthesis, connectivity through the Internet of
Things and machine learning that enable home
assistants such as Google Home or Amazon Echo.
AI techniques hold the promise of potentially

Logistics and maintenance could be among the first areas
to adopt AI tools. Pictured, MCpl Kaurie Gosselin with the
Canadian contingent on Operation Calumet in Egypt.
Photo: Sgt Vincent Carbonneau

profound change for the military, but Vezina
suggested their adoption will likely be progressive
rather than revolutionary as the Canadian Armed
Forces overcomes a number of barriers, most
notably trust.
“Successful adoption of these technologies
will require trust to be gained at all levels, stressing
advantages (e.g., leaving riskier and dull tasks to
machines) while recognizing the need to evolve
the roles of humans – machines and humans
will become more effective together.”
In rugged and uncertain operational
environments, where malicious intent from
multiple adversaries might be at play, “you can
also imagine that a commander, presented with
a recommendation from an AI-enabled system,
may want to know how the system reached that
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For commanders to trust AI, “explainability” of AI-aided actions will be paramount. Photo: Cpl Jordan Legree

conclusion in order to interpret it correctly,”
Vezina observed.
Improving the performance of commanders
and soldiers in increasingly complex and contested
situations is part of the defence strategy, but
technologies will need to prove themselves in
a variety of conditions and be validated against
commander and soldier expectations.
For organizations to embrace AI-enabled
systems, though, AI needs to be “demystified at
all levels of leadership, ensuring we differentiate
hype from reality,” he said.
Key to that could be the recent creation of
a new Assistant Deputy Minister position for
Data, Innovation and Analytics, as well as the
development of a data strategy to ensure “data
is well managed, curated, and eventually made
available to be exploited.” Both will contribute
to DRDC’s progress, he said. “Data sets are vital,
so that initiative is a much welcomed one and
an essential building block for the department.”
Vezina is often asked to describe where the
Army is likely going to first adopt AI advances,
and admits it is a difficult question to answer
as there are endless debates about a commonly
agreed definition of what is AI. “What is key here
is to recognize that there are fascinating advances
out there in systems that show intelligent behavior,
and defence needs to stay abreast and consider
them,” he said. DRDC has over 50 scientists with
expertise in AI-related algorithms and techniques,
which are being considered on many application
fronts.
Among the most promising, building on
technology breakthroughs of recent years,
especially around machine learning, is the potential
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for the “automation of perception and learning
tasks required for the detection, classification and
identification of objects of interest to improve realtime situational awareness,” he said. The interest,
in this case, is to “reduce the cognitive load of
operators, analysts and decision-makers as well as
to optimize the planning, management and control
of [Army] information and assets.”
DRDC’s research is also considered an enabler
to the Army’s revised capstone operating concept,
Close Engagement, exploring capabilities that
would support command-on-the-move and
decisive tactical-level decision-making in an
environment where the OODA (Observe, Orient
Decide, Act) loop is increasingly compressed.
Vezina noted, for example, that deep learning
algorithms are capitalizing on the miniaturization
of graphical processing units (GPUs) that could see
faster generation, fusion, analysis and distribution
of tactical imagery, a capability that could find its
way into future soldier systems and platforms.
As he looks out over the next five years, Vezina
suggested that there are plenty of promising
applications worth considering, including advanced
logistics, semi-autonomous convoys and resupply,
resource optimization and smart supply chain
management, predictive maintenance of platforms,
autonomous vehicles, support for planning and
decision support, automated analysis of lessons
learned and battle damage assessment reports,
support for intelligence analysis, and anomaly
detection.
Given its uptake in the civilian operations, one
early win might be in logistics and maintenance,
where health usage monitoring systems are
already transforming commercial maintenance of

Photo: Cpl Jay Ekin

vehicles and aircraft. “Logistics is an interesting
challenge for defence,” he said. “it is an area where
the conditions are not too harsh. I’m sure there are
already a number of companies offering solutions.”

Can you explain that?
Accepting AI-influenced decisions may have
cultural and generational elements to it—Vezina
is leery of putting too much stock in how different
generations view technology—but for commanders
to gain trust, science will need to explain and
verify how a system reached a recommendation
or proposed an action. In games of chess that
have pitted grand masters against AI-aided
computers, the highly-skilled humans have often
been perplexed as to why the computer made a
particular move.
“Explainability” has become a focal point of
academic research in the past few years, said
Vezina, and is a key topic for the U.S. Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),
which initiated a challenge called Explainable
Artificial Intelligence (XAI). DRDC is closely

monitoring the results.
“We are currently working within the Five-Eyes
allied community on trust and decision-making at
the tactical level in a coalition context,” said Vezina.
“Being considered is how advice coming out of an
AI-enabled system may be passed onto another
nation and how that advice can be trusted to
meet your expectations?”
The research community will also need to
provide procurement specialists with advice on
how to test, evaluate and validate AI-enabled
systems to confirm they do what they claim to
do, especially those that will evolve over time.
“If you acquire a system that will learn with
time, how do you re-validate that it is still doing
the right thing over time?” Vezina observed. “This
is an area of research in industry as companies
want to introduce robotics on the plant floor and
have concerns over safety. It is something we are
starting to research.”
Discussions of validation and verification
invariably trigger ethical debates about the use
of AI and robotics. But science fiction movies
of artificial neural networks and machines
running rampant exaggerate the challenge. While
DRDC is not conducting research to automate
Army weapons, it does recognize that potential
adversaries may be more agile in adopting
advanced technologies.
Understanding and managing the risks of AI
are critical, he said. “The challenge also includes
the risk that our adoption of AI may introduce
vulnerabilities in our capabilities that the adversary
will try to exploit.”
To help researchers and policymakers ask
the right questions, DRDC has created an initial

framework to guide discussions. The Defence
and Security Ethics Assessment Framework for
Emerging AI Technologies provides a tool to identify
and address ethical considerations including
compliance with the Department of National
Defence and Canadian Armed Forces code of values
and ethics; Jus ad Bellum principles; the Law of
Armed Conflict and international humanitarian law;
accountability and liability; reliability and trust;
effect on society; and preparedness for adversaries.
“It doesn’t give the answers, but it does pose
key questions that deserve consideration so you
have some of these ethical issues in mind as you
investigate,” he said.

A challenge to industry
At a conference hosted by the Canadian
Association of Defence and Security Industries in
April, Vezina challenged companies to bring forward
solutions. AI is one of the federal government’s
16 key industrial capabilities and forms one of its
five industry- and academia-led superclusters,
which were announced in 2018. Bridging the divide
between defence research and non-traditional
defence partners in Silicon Valley has been a welldocumented struggle in the U.S. Vezina hopes the
new Innovation for Defence Excellence and Security
(IDEaS) program will draw technology companies to
contribute to defence and security.
“Canada is amongst the world leaders in AI with
a strong academic sector, supported by public
and private funding,” he said. “Although we have
several AI experts within DRDC, we clearly need to
work with partners and are developing means by
which we can access ecosystems, both nationally
and with allies. IDEaS is certainly a prime tool

Pte Joey Roy from 5 Service Battalion
checks the oil on a Heavy Logistic Vehicle.
Photo: MCpl Chelsey Hutson

to access good ideas, so we will keep shaping
challenges that hopefully progress to solutions.”
The scope of possible AI applications can seem
both stimulating and intimidating. Vezina has
reviewed a list of over 20 DRDC S&T programs
that exploit AI techniques. He is also doing some
experimentation of his own, learning first-hand
about the notion of trust through a car with semiautonomous driving capability he recently acquired.
“We will be assimilated someday,” he laughed.
But if hardly a week goes by without a news
report, industry white paper, academic study or
government initiative related to AI crossing his
desk, “the good news is that most of the different
strategies from different countries all eventually
point to the same few challenges of ethics, privacy,
trust, human-machine interaction, data and
algorithmic biases, validation and verification, and
countering AI.” And that suggests DRDC and the
Army are on the right path. ■
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SCIENCE & TECH

Placement of M777 artillery batteries is among the limiting factors for dispersal
of a Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group. Photo: Cpl Simon Duchesne

BATTLEFIELD GEOMETRY

The study set the resupply range at 40 kilometres between
the brigade support area and the battle group. Photo: DND

Realizing Adaptive Dispersed Operations: How far is too far?

By Dr. Yazan Qasrawi

T

he future land operating environment will be complex, volatile, and highly
uncertain, marked by multiple challenges and threats. Therefore, to remain
operationally effective, land forces must be ready to operate dispersed over
wide areas and retain the ability to aggregate quickly if and when necessary.
Dispersion is necessary in major combat operations to reduce risk from
area attack systems, in stability operations to provide security over a wide
area, and in humanitarian and disaster relief operations to be capable of
assisting multiple separated populace centres. Land forces will also be
required to mass forces to stabilize local crises, confront aggressors, and
achieve mission success in close combat.
Assessment of the degree to which dispersion is possible represents a
key factor for evaluating the capacity of the Canadian Army to operationalise
Close Engagement (CE), the new capstone operating concept, which informs
investment in new capabilities.
To this end, the Canadian Army Operational Research and Analysis Team
from Defence Research and Development Canada’s Centre for Operational
Research and Analysis (DRDC CORA) undertook an extensive study to identify
and quantify the pertinent factors that would limit dispersion, and derive the
most dispersed layout of an indicative Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group
(CMBG) while satisfying the limiting factors.
The relevancy of the Army is dependent on its ability to be interoperable
within the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and with coalition partners. Strong,
Secure, Engaged (SSE) and CE have set the Army contribution to operations
as the brigade.
The Canadian Army Land Warfare Centre (CALWC) created an indicative
CMBG structure, informed by current doctrine and the stated expectations
of the operational force employer, Canadian Joint Operations Command
(CJOC), for the conduct of this study and for future capability development
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experimentation. This indicative CMBG consists of three manoeuvre units, two
mechanized infantry and one armoured, and several combat support
and combat service support units and sub-units.
The limiting factors presented herein are a) direct fire mutual support,
b) indirect fire mutual support, c) resupply, and d) aggregation. Units provide
direct fire mutual support using the weapons available to them. According to
Army subject experts, all the CMBG mechanized units are equipped with the
light armoured vehicle (LAV), which is armed with a 25mm automatic cannon.
Therefore, this study used the automatic cannon’s maximum range
of three kilometres as the extent of the direct fire mutual support limiting factor.
The CMBG’s indirect fire support is provided by two gun batteries, using
M777 howitzers, with a range of 24 km using standard ammunition. This
investigation took the resupply range to be 40 km as both the brigade support
area (BSA) and the BGs could be no further than 40 km apart doctrinally.
Additionally, in non-linear configurations, the BSA was centrally located so
that it could provide support to elements dispersed in any direction over a wide
area. According to CE, dispersed elements need to be able to aggregate rapidly
to concentrate combat power. Subject experts indicated that an operation
requiring aggregation would occur within a 24-hour period, five hours of which
are for movement. At a ground movement speed of 30 km/hr, sub-units cannot
be further than 150 km apart.
The next task after identifying and quantifying the limiting factors was to
position the infantry companies, artillery batteries, and the BSA relative to each
other at their greatest dispersion for a given limiting factor.
An area of influence (AofI) is the area within which a commander can directly
affect operations. In other words, an AofI is the volume of physical space within
which a commander can directly influence the situation by fires and manoeuvre.
Therefore, this work presents the upper bounds of the AofI’s of the CMBG when

considering the physical effects at the CMBG commander’s disposal.
To obtain the AofI associated with a factor, either the BGs or the artillery
batteries were located relative to the BSA while satisfying the factor. Whichever
remained unfixed of the artillery batteries or the BGs are then located relative
to the other by ensuring that the BGs do not extend beyond one third of the
artillery’s range. In non-linear configurations, where forces do not know the
location of the adversary, this study dispersed the BGs radially in all directions
around a centrally located BSA. This arrangement also resulted in AofIs with
the largest possible areas. Figure 1 presents the non-linear AofI limited by
aggregation arrived at through this procedure.
The AofIs’ were assessed in relation to the doctrinal battlespace
framework’s descriptors of linearity and contiguousness. A linear area of
operations (AO) is an AO in which friendly forces align in relation to an
identified and located threat whereas a non-linear AO is an AO in which friendly
forces do not align themselves in relation to an identified and located threat.
Although linearity and non-linearity refer to areas of operations, they extend to
AofIs, as the location of the enemy, if known, would constrain the placement
of forces and capabilities.
Contiguousness and non-contiguousness, which indicate whether AOs share
a boundary, on the other hand, do not necessarily extend from AOs to AofIs as
the boundaries of an AO are assigned, whereas the boundaries of AofIs are
determined by the ranges of effects available to a commander.
Assessment of the AofIs against the continuum of operations indicates that
the spectrum of conflict or campaign theme determines the linearity or nonlinearity of an AofI, with more violent conflict dictating a linear AofI while more
peaceful endeavours allow for non-linear AofIs. The level of effort, on the other
hand, would influence the level of dispersion, thus, the higher the level of effort
the denser and less dispersed an AofI can be.

This extensive study will be a key reference for the design of the future
CMBG. Staff overseeing the Army capability development continuum will be
able to draw upon the results to design the future brigade whenever limits
of dispersion and physical dimensions are required, such as when evaluating
logistics and communications requirements of the future CMBG. ■

Figure 1: Dimensions of non-linear AofI limited by aggregation
Dr. Yazan Qasrawi is a defence scientist with Defence Research and Development
`Canada’s Centre for Operational Research and Analysis. An expert in modelling and
simulation, he is currently working on simulating military sustainment and logistics models.
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ON THE HORIZON

Photo: Rheinmetall Canada

Le « sans équipage » est en demande
L
ors d’opérations, les véhicules aériens sans pilote
sont chers aux commandants, depuis longtemps.
Le flux constant de données de détecteurs des
plateformes de renseignement, surveillance, acquisition
d’objectifs et reconnaissance a été crucial pour le succès
des missions de coalition dans le monde.
Depuis plus d’une décennie, l’Armée canadienne
loue du matériel ou collabore avec l’industrie pour
fournir une capacité aérienne sans pilote lors d’exercices
et d’opérations. Pour le moment, elle exploite le mini
CU173 Raven et commence à faire voler son propre
petit UAS, le CU172 Blackjack; elle a aussi effectué des
parcours avec une plateforme avec micro à main qui sera
éventuellement ajoutée à la Suite d’équipement intégré
du soldat (SEIS).
Les véhicules terrestres sans pilote (VTSP) ont
toutefois été plus lents à se positionner, en partie en
raison des difficultés à négocier des terrains variés
parsemés d’embûches. Leur fonction principale est la
neutralisation d’explosifs et munitions — l’Armée emploie
un groupe de trois systèmes robotiques, dont le Teodor
(Telerob Explosive Ordnance Disposal and Observation
Robot) et l’Allen-Vanguard Mark III.
Il y a de plus en plus de signes que cela va changer.
L’émission de télé britannique sur les automobiles Top
Gear nous en a donné une indication en 2013, lorsqu’elle
a opposé le camion de transport autonome Oshkosh
Defense Terramax dans une course contre un Range
Rover au Centre d’essai automobile du Nevada (on vend
la mèche : le Range Rover a gagné, mais de peu).
Plus récemment, des vidéos du BigDog de Boston
Dynamics et d’autres robots ont démontré la capacité des
« mules » à supporter toutes sortes de difficultés tout en
réduisant la charge du soldat en transportant du matériel
sur des distances considérables en terrain inégal. Plus
tard cette année, le transport tactique à usages multiples,
aussi appelé MUTT (pour Multi-Utility Tactical Transport),
de la General Dynamics (R. U.), comptera parmi plusieurs
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plateformes lors de l’expérience de combat de l’Armée
britannique de 2019 démontrant la mobilité et les
jumelages avec ou sans équipage.
Bien que ces capacités de transport ne fassent
pas encore partie de l’inventaire de l’Armée canadienne
— ni du programme d’acquisition actuel — on en saisit
facilement l’utilité, particulièrement dans les contextes
des forces légères et de la logistique.
Un des candidats possibles pour l’Armée est le Mission
Master de fabrication canadienne, lequel a été présenté
au Canada à l’exposition CANSEC en mai.
Le VTSP à propulsion électrique repose sur un châssis
ODG ARGO modifié pouvant faire environ 20 km à
l’heure sur 180 à 210 kilomètres, selon le terrain. Il se
recharge entièrement en quatre heures environ et, lors
d’essais récents réalisés aux Pays Bas avec une brigade
aéromobile, il a suivi de l’infanterie débarquée effectuant
des activités tactiques pendant quatre jours avant d’avoir
besoin d’une recharge.
Comme une voiture autonome, il peut suivre un
itinéraire autour d’obstacles entre au moins deux points
de cheminement programmés, ou suivre un itinéraire
tracé par un opérateur sur une carte numérique. Il peut
aussi être contrôlé par radio ou « guidé » par des soldats
comme un dispositif Bluetooth, et il suivra les troupes
à une distance établie.
Mais le Mission Master, c’est plus qu’une simple
mule pour les troupes débarquées. Développé par la
Rheinmetall Canada ces trois dernières années, il utilise
un logiciel de conduite autonome de Provectus Robotics,
une entreprise d’Ottawa acquise par la Rheinmentall en
août, sur une plateforme modulaire pouvant transporter
un blessé ou intégrer pratiquement n’importe quel
système de détection, de la surveillance à la protection
de la force.
Cela peut en faire sourciller quelques-uns, mais il
y a une « forte demande de plateformes armées pour
compenser certaines tendances techniques liées aux

véhicules terrestres sans pilote avec des systèmes
d’armes qui sont développés très agressivement
en Russie et en Chine », souligne Alain Tremblay,
vice-président au développement des affaires chez
Rheinmetall Canada.
Rheinmetall a fait sa première vente l’an dernier
à un client anonyme du Moyen Orient et la société sera
en lice pour plusieurs programmes d’alliés au cours des
prochaines années, notamment l’Australie, l’Allemagne,
le Royaume-Uni et les États Unis, dont l’Armée veut
plusieurs véhicules robotisés de combat.
Une partie de ce qui fait du Mission Master une option
intéressante pour l’Armée canadienne est sa capacité à
fonctionner avec la Suite d’équipement intégré du soldat
(SEIS), un réseau s’apparentant au téléphone intelligent,
qui a été développé par Rheinmetall Canada pour les
soldats individuels et les petites unités, afin de partager
la connaissance de la situation.
Le VTSP peut être intégré à un logiciel de gestion
du combat, comme la SEIS ou le Système de soutien
du commandement de la Force terrestre de l’Armée,
sous forme de symbole visible sur une carte numérique
et indicatif d’appel pouvant réagir aux commandes
envoyées par un opérateur à bord d’un véhicule ou
au quartier général, précise M. Tremblay.
L’Armée fait encore évoluer des concepts d’opération
pour les VTSP pendant qu’elle élabore les analyses de
rentabilisation en vue d’investissement, souligne-t-il, mais
elle pourrait acquérir « quelques plateformes à fournir au
Centre d’instruction au combat afin de cerner son utilité
dans l’espace de bataille » au cours de la prochaine
année financière.
« Je crois qu’ils cherchent des solutions viables pour
alléger le fardeau, en terme de poids, des opérations
débarquées », avance-t-il, mais ils regardent de près
ce que les pays partenaires font lorsqu’ils adoptent des
systèmes autonomes. ■
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